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OCEAN BOTTOM BREAKOUT FORCES

Including Field Test Data and the Development of an Analytical Method

Technical Report R-591

by

Bruce J, Muga

ABS tRACT

Theoretical and experimental studies were conducted in order to
arrive at some appropriate engineering estimates of the force required to
extract bodies of various sizes and shapes from the ocean bottom sediments,
A review of the literature concerned with breakout forces Is presented,

From tests conducted In San Francisco Bay on variously shaped
objects having submerged weights of up to 22,200 pounds, it was found that
the following empirical formula described well the breakout force require-
ment:

F u 0.20 Amax qd0'Oo.00'40 (t - 260)

where F - breakout force, lb

Ame, - hurlzontal projection of the maximum contact area, in,2,

qd a .aveirge supporting pressure provided by the .ioll to maintain
the embedded object In static equilibrium, Ib/In,2

t - time allowed fur breakout, mln

Results yielded by the empirical formula agreed very well with a
;•t M IfI '" I bkmit p Iated theoretical procedure based on an iterative solution of a lumped

'Thit ,, • metor model of th, ocean bottom, Solutiuns worn obtetnud for vwrious
I �b ed conditions and bottom (object) geometries,

h'; , , ',e aCwh lranmhtal of thli documant uutoldu thu ,uunoluo at the U. s, OGvernment

muet hove pirior opprovel at IN, NdydI clvii tEihiltiouirIrg Lnburotory,
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INTRODUCTION

There Is an increasing interest beinp shown In deep sea operations.
This interest, havln- scientific orlitlins, has been uugmented by the need to
enhance the nzt!onal security and to prevent catastruphes. As a result, the
engineering aspects of certain practical problems of Immediate Interest have
tended to dwarf the longer tern' scientifip aspects, The study reported
herein, which was set Into motion following the loss of the USS THRESHER,
is concerned with one of these practical problems.

Briefly, the objectives of the study, appropriately described as the
"breakout force" problem, are threefold. First, some appropriate engineering
estimates must be made of the force required to extract bodies of various
shapes, sizes, and skin surface compositions from the ocean bottom sedl.
mants, Second, it must be determined how far the estimates may be In error.
Third, the effectiveness of various schemes for reducing the required force
must be evaluated.

The study Is a conrtinuing 3.year effort of which this report I. Intended
to describe the progress made In the first 1 years. Thus, although this report
ki not considered to be a complete treatment of the subject matter, It makes
it possible to estimate the force requirementc with some degree of confidence,
In addition, the theoretical treatment has been substantially verifild by field
tests and Is believed to be a significant contribution to analytical methods
which heretofore have not been widely used, It appears that nany practical
problems exist for which such methods have application,

BACKGROUND

Documented experience relative to che problem of freeing objucts
from the ocean bottom is limited. The reports referenced in Table 1 mention
the "mud suction" force; however, no measurements of such a force seem to
have been made. A description of the nature of the problem may be pro-
vided by brief reviews of the salvage operations listed In Ttible 1.

.. .. .....



Table 1. Selected Marine Salvage Operations

Sunkcn Ojccts 41 Date of orec
Sunkcn Ojacts .)alvage OperationsRfrnc

SODRA SVERIGE 1896-97 Anonymorus (1956)
LIBERTE 1911-25 J. Crapaud (1925)

S5-1 1925-26 U. S. Navy (1927)
S-4 1927-28 U. S. Navy (1929)

USS SQUALUS 1939 (a) R, A, Tusler (1940)
(b) C. E, Monisen (1964)

USS LAFAYETTE I-
(ex SS NORMANDIE 1942-43 U. S. Navy (11946)

PHOENIXES J 1944 E. Ellsberg (1960)

S6"DRA SVERIGE, TheSeiDMA SVERIlGL,acargo-passen~er
-teamrship with an A0C-ton dsisplacement, santk In the Baltic: Sea In 1895 In a
depth C4 185 feet, Tho ship came tu rest at a sharp angle from the vertical
and during the course of a year sank about 10 feet Into the clay bottom,
Cdlculations indicmatd that the ship had a submerged weight of 600 tuns
and that a forcr. of 960 tons would be sufficient to break It loose from the
bottoro, Sixteren wooden pontoons, eac0 having a lifting force of 60 tons,
were attoched to the ship and puirnped out. This was sufficient trn righten
the ship and raise It off the bottom,

LIBERT'. The French battleship L ETE iha ,0-o
displacement, sank in the harbor at Toulon in 1911. The selvage effor:
extended over s period of 14 years, During the long period of submergence,
the wreck settled Into the mud and Crepaud (1925) reports that "a con-
siderable part of the task of the salvors consisted In breaking this contact
and treeing the bulk so that It could be lifted and towed away," No
Information was given to permit an astimntion of the breakout force,

S-51, The S-5~1 was a 1,230-ton subrnarino which sank In 1925
approximately 14 miles east of Block Island, The depth at the cite was
132 feet and the submerged weight wai esti mated to be 1,000 tom,. The
boat came to rest on a clay bottom with on 11 1-degree port list, Eiisberg
(1927) estimated that the breakout force was about 8,000 tonc, "ai force so~
large wo could never hope to overcome It by direct lift." His plan, whI01
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WAQ 'a^•,,I•r, qr'A-,qfI lv wns tn "break the suction bv lettinq water in
between hull and clay in two ways-first, by rolling the boat to starboard,
and second by lifting her one end (stern) first."

S-4. The S-4 was an 830-ton boat which sank in 1927 in 102 feet ofVi water off Provincetown, It was initially and Intermittently buried in a very
i • permeable mud tu a depth of 7 or 8 feet. The boat, whose submerged weight

amounted to 722 tons, was raised by lifting the stern first, Saunders (1929)
it • states that "the bottom had an upper laver of very soft s.ilt or mud not more

than one foot deep. Underneath this, th a bottom was more soft than hard,
S,"of a decidedly sand character, mixed with minute shells, The texture of the

bottom was sufficiently coarse to permit the paHsrage of water through It...yet
sufficiently firm to hold its positon when excavating tunnels underneath theH vessel, Due to the permeable characteristlc of the bottom It Is estimated that
tho so-called 'suctlon effect' on the S.4 was practically nil," As a matter of
fact, there are no Indications that breakout was a problem,

USS SQUALUS. The salvage of the USS SQUALUS Is perhaps the
most widely reported and documented of all marine salvage operations, The
USS SQUAWUS, which sank In 1939 about 5 miles south of the Isles of Shoals
off Portsmouth Harbor, was a 1,450,ton-dlIsplacemant boat having a sub-
merged weight of 1,100 tons. The boat came to rest with a 10.degree.up
angle In 240 feet of water on a mud bottom In which tho stern was buried
up to the superstructure dock, The entire operation consisted of five separate
attempted lifts, threa of which were from a mud bottom, Only the first lift
Is pertinent to this report, No estimate of the breakout force Is reported;
however, in a review of the events describing the unsuccessful lift of 13 July,
Tusler (1940) Indicates that the "unknown amount of mud suction tending
to hold the how down" was one of the main factors contributing to the
failure, Previous to the attempted lift, Tusler state%. that "the bow had sunk
down an unknown amount Into the soft mud of the bottim, but due to the
shape of the bow, it was thought that the mud suotion would be relatively
Insigrnlflcant," In any event during each attempted lift, the USS SQUALUS
was raised by IIftino one and first,

USS LAFAYETTE (cx SS NORMANDIR), The SS NORMANDIE
was a 6e,000-too' pasenger vossul which sunk in 49 feat of water adjacent
to Pier 88, New York City Horbor, The submerged wa.lfht was estImetod to
be 50,000 tons, The vessel cnnie to rest lying on one ulde in im organic river
mud which wau about 25 feet thick tind which was undimrlaln by a gray
organic silty clay having a compros~lva strength of from 0,3 to 0.6 ton/ft2,
(This opurt'tion Is of Intorst shince It appears to have boon the first time the
principles of soil infichanics wore considered in a salvage oporation of this

3
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type. 'he fact that Professor K. Terzaghi served as consultant is a historical
note of some Importance. He was not concerned with breakout but rather
with determining If the soil had sufficient strength to support the vessel
without serious movement during the year and a half of preparation for
righting, with the effect dredging would have on the settlement of the ship,
and with the probable effective soil bearing planre.) It was anticipated that
breaking contact between the ship's hull and the mud would be a serious
problem. Accordingly, In addition to pumping out some 15,000 tons of
mud which had entored the hull through the cargo doors and portholes,
numerous porthole patches were fitted with pipes through which water and
compressed air could be jetted to disintegrate the mud. The flotation of the
vessel was preceded by a rotation or turning operation, Masters (1954) notes
that during the rotation operation, the air and water lets were set to work,
although the vessel did not stick as expected.

PHOENIXES. The PHOENIXES were 200.foot.long floating blocks
of reinforced concrete which were to be sunk in a line off the Normandybeaches to provide a breakwater during the Europe:.n ivahlon, Each unit

war 80 feet wide, 80 feet high, and displaced 6,000 tons, They were divided
:,tn watertight compartments and fitted with valves tor controllable flooding,

Approximately 100 of them PHOENIXES ware purposely sunk In staging
areas off the south coast of England prior to Invasion, The first atttmpt to
refloat a PHOENIX by pumping failed, It was determined that the mud
bottom suction was holding the PHOENIX, down, The traditional method of
breakIng thi, contact Is to apply buoyancy fn one and and tu use the ship as
a lever, In this manner the contact Is broken along the bottom, eventually
freeing the vesl from the mud, However, In the can of the PHOENIXES
there was not enough time to allow this system to work, because the riilng
tides would submerge the pump platforms before the lever action could be
made effective, A second alternative Is to let air or water underneath the
sunken vessel to partially reduce the contact and lesson the holding force, In
the case of the PHOENI XES, compressed air was employed (all pumps ware
being used to empty the flooded compartments) to reduce the holding force
to allow the excen buoyancy to float the PHOENIXES,

In addition to the case histories cited above, there are many other
records of maritime ulvage operations In which a ship has beun raised from
a mud bottom under very unfavorable circumstances, The background
provided herein Is nut Intended to be an allIincluilva treatment of solvage,
Only those caps In whinh the breakout force wao alluded to In the publilhed
Ilterature worm selected, It Is worthy of note, howaver, tht the published
record (Bowman, 19t34) nf the salvage of the anntire Gorman High Seas fleue,
which wan scuttled at Scapa Flow, dous not mention that breukoul wans a
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problem. Further, the U. S, Navy's experience with the ex.Gurmar-.
submarine 1 105 did not diiciose the breekout problemr, filthniugh tha tosti
were carried out with the submarine eventually lying one aMud bottom
(letter from Commander Task Unit 49,4,3),

In summary, the problem of freeing vessels t ho ucern bottom
has been recognized for a long time. However, a number of factot s in
combination with each other havq tended to provant'tho synthnsis of the
baslc principles of navel architecture anid those of Bail mechanics, The
development of modern soil machanlcs dates from the work of K, Tortzighi
during the 1920s arid Is a relatively recent event in torms of mati's exparionca
with see-going vessels, Moreover, whun the unknown behavioir uf ucuan
bottom sediments is considered. one can appreciate why the marine salvor
attachas more Importance to hydiostatic calculations than to gross estImates
of the mud auction Offect,

FIELD TESTS

A field toot program wasn designed to correlate the breakout force with
the breakout timg, object site, object shipe, end sail strength, The breakout
force calculated from the resultIng empirical formula wos compared with the
amnlyticul value, A detilO description of the site selection end soil borings
Is given In Appendix A, A Wal&led doicription of the seleution of bow'y shapeb
and dimensions is given In Appendix 8,

A numbher of factors disclosed by u preilminury survey and recent
experience imposed koma limitations on the conduct of the field tests, The"
factlors wvere:
1, The icits oould not be conducted near -any existing pier, wharf, or other
fixed htnicturs due to the presence of AlN,ul trngr'nnts end other debris In the
soil,

2. Each tost was raquired to be conducted ir, in eossntially undistu~rlbed
depojilt, even though local remolding of thu soil was known to take plisce,
3.. Since breakout Is essentially a thnw'ciepondant process, It is necessary to
apply relatively aocnstont fon levels ovur long periods and to moesuio tho
muovntent of the object with roopect to the undinturbod deposit in 'till It
Is ambaddad,



Apparatus

The Use of a mobile bottom-resting platform, even if one had been
available, was determined to be uneconomical, A proposal to drive groups of
piles at various locations within Sari Francisco Bay also proved to be
uneconomlcal. It was Intended that the piles would support fixed decks
from which the tests rould be conducted.

motor for meslo; Ing deplacenmeoit
(All of oUlect roeitivo to barge

"oIrpeonteo' stOp

ilod dynamometaer ---

oounter•lelht load
tanks*- 10,000 to . ,

moter for measurino

-- NOL worplol tug cdlplooemenil (Aa)
of barge ,elmilve to

. -. .battamwater supply Wstem for

cutregtloading tanks

A , A2, where A Is the dluaeeeememt

of the object relative to the oottolm

PlFure 1, Schmamtlo of tist apparatus.



A. 3b-ffout x 81B-foot floatingl barge, cijll(( th' NCE.. warping tug, was

selected, largely buIr:asE-: of its awVlil.,ility. Th e warpinm 1 was modified to

CICCO()nmMndfate a cointorweight Ilo•ding syst m, a sC(herr.TIc of which is shown

in Figure 1 The counterweight systefm prmils th( ap~flicii:ifl of relatively

,covtant loads liver longi p,-rinds of time, sinc( it compensates for tide changes,

varyinig freeboard, and the s;hortt erirn heave, pitch. and rm:l of the barge. The

system consists of a Imramr Coml rpos;d of piloon Les (b x 5 x 7 fee!) which pro-

vide an eolevated support for the counterweight, I he counterweilht proper

)consists (if twiIi 6-foot-dia not(er by 12.- fol-long tanks. These; tanks when

fiIled with varyinIl aiII'I)[mts of wiate;r aIru caJi II)hIu of provi(Iing from 9,000 to
49,000 poli olns of for'(,. 1t11cI f( r(o lowV, s can: ) hi) oiretflily (AiItollild. A

Sphotograph of the system is shown in Figure 2,
The "carpenter stopper, ' shown in Figluro 3, allows an adjuIstrnent of

the length of the line from the counterweight to the test object, It is a

critical piece of equipment since It can be tused to connect o01e line anywhere

along thrJ length of another line without damaging either line, It develops the

full strength of thI lines and does not disengage when the lines are slacked,

!/

K -

Figure 2, Photograph of test apparatus.
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M 10 warFIfl( IL ti~was securou

in position with o two-point moor,
forn and oft. The sicirn, line, was
anchorud with a 9,OGO-pomind STATro 0  ,
anchor and the bow line was made fast
to tee and of a pier, Sufficient tension
wa-s developed in the mooring I Ines to
resist significant transverse movemeonts
of the barge. Position was checked by
mevasiiring (with a transit) the angle ofI ~the rT nor vnlativq to the piar and by
metering th3 bDOw' line,

Force was rnoasu red and dynammtrn
rocorded by an lri-lirne calibrated strain.
[rEge dynamometer, Displacement of
the test specimnen relative to the barge
was measured by a potentiometer-
backed wheel driven )y the sheave
over which the lifting line was reeved,
Displacemrents of tho barge relative to
thv bottom wore also measured by a
pow~n tIo meto r. backed wheel over
which a small counterweight and a
mud1 float were suspondled (see F igure
1), Some difficulty was experienced
from floating debris, which tended to carpernter
becomne entangled In the wire line.A"pr
facsirille of an oscillogram for ono o
the tests Is shown In F igure 4,

RESULTS OF FIELD TESTS

Preumntation of Data

The data as reduced from the
oscillograms are portrayed graphically
in Figures 5 through 10. It Is to be

rA mooring anchor named ofter the two Figure 3, Load dynamometer and
NC EL employees IStakup and Townol carpenter stopper,
who designed and developud It,

E8
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. . .. emphasized that these are essentially
I raw dat8 which have not been

corrected for oovlous errors, although
some test data were discarded primarily

4 for reasons of incompleteness, The
'_ ..... data are presented In the form of depth

of emb6dment In Incheu versus time in
minutes from the beginning of each
tf t. The beginning of each test was
taken to be the time at which the
couiterweight tanks bogan to bu filled
with water, Fair each of the tests,
unlesh so IndlicotwJ, the rate of load
application (that Is, the filling of the
tanks) was uniform, although it varied
frorn test to test, For each test, the
ripplied load over and above the

"-,,~ submerged welpht of the test specimen
(in salt water) Is Indicated, In addition,

Figure 4, PFasimile of teot date, certain other Information Is presented
for each test, This Includes (1) the

time elapsed from the placement of the object to the start of the teot; (2) the
location of the test object relative to the pier In bearing and distance; and
(3) thu local shear strength at a depth equivalent to the depth of settlement
of the object, The latter wasobtained by divers using a vane device, To aid
In Interpreting thu figures, the following example Is clescribud In detail,

Example (Toot No, 38, Figure 5), The test object was a cube which
F was placed in position 240 fuet from the pier at an angle of 90 degrees

measured clockwise frum an Imaginar, line perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the pler and having Its orlgin at the southeast corner of the pier, The
object settled a distance of .6 Inches Into the bottom sediments end was
allowed to remain in place undisturbed for 88 hours, In.situ vane shear
Atrength at a depth of 36 Inches was measured to be 0.83 psi. The submerged
weight (In salt water) of the cube was 20,000 pounds. At the beginning of
the test a load of 9,000 pounds was Applied to the object, which corresponds
to the dead weight of the counterweight tnnks, Water was added at about the
rate of 215 lb/mmn, After tipproximately 100 minutes, the total applied force
was 30,500 and the object moved noticeably and broke free of the bottom,

The data from all of the tests are conveniently displayed In Table 2,
To bring some order out of the large number of parameters required to
describe the breakout phenomenon, the original raw data presented In

9
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Figures 5 through 8 have been replotted and appear in Figuru1 11 iuu,-, I .
The ordinate has been normalized by dividing the instantaneous embedded
depth by the original embedded deplth. it was expectod that the freeing 'of
the object or alternatively the failure of the soil medium could be clearly
identified and correlated both for similar and dissimilar object., However,
this hope did not materialize,

Formulation of Empirical Equation

Unfortunately, the various classical theories of failure which have
been widely employed in the practice of soil mechanics and foundation
engineering, such as the MohrCoulomb thecry, atsume that tho stress condi.
tions al•one determine the state of failure of a materiel, irrespective of the
load duration and the stress history, However, It has' become increasingly
clear that the load duration is a major factor In the breakout process, Schmid
and Kltago (1985) stated,

"That clay qoils have time-dependent shaer properties has been
recognized for a long time, but the profession still frequently approanhesproblems of time-dependent stress-strain behavior of clay soils as If they could

be analysed completely on the basis of the theory of elasticity or plasticity
without reard to the actual theological properties, Time affects are often
discussed, If at ell, merely on a qualitative basis, One reason for this may be
the complexity resulting when time Is considered an additional variable In
f lany problem, Another reasol may be the difficulty of abandoning old and
familiar concepts that usually are sufficient for most structurol materials, and
another the lack of familiarity of most soil engineers with rheological theory,

since Its application to problems of soil mechanics Is still obveloping.
"There appears to be general agre'sment, however, that saturated clay

soils do behave like viscoelastic or viscoplastic materials, As a consequence,
the classical failure theories,,cannot and do not completely describe the
material behavior of clay soils, Either they have to be modified to permit
,o quantitative assessment of stress history, temporsture, and rate of loading
or they have to be replaced by theories that Include these effects."

In the classical theories, one or two of such m~terlal parameters as
yield stress, Young's modulus, or Poisson's ratio are sufficiont to describe
the behavior of an Isotropic material, Such simplifications are Inadequate to
predict breakout behavior,

To keep the problem as simple as possible and yet retain all of the
essential features, the breakout test data will be enalyzed stepwise In the
following paragraphs.

10
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Beginning with a very simple formolatiorn of the mechanics of

breakout, one may set*

F - kCA (1)

where F breakout force

C = cohesion, or alternatively i, measure of the vane shear s;trength

A - horizontal projection of the contact area

k constant which is a function of object size, object shape, time
duration of applied force, rate force is applied, soil sensitivity,**
and the elapsed time which the object has been in place after
the initial disturbance

Thus, we may write

F
C-A k

F
or log 8-A Iogk (2)

Letting C and k take on slightly different meanings, we may write

a- Olt QeM to) (3)CA

where C effective average cohesion along the failure surface at the Instant
of breakout

Q - constant

R - slope of the "failure line" wnen log (F/. A) Is plotted versus
time, t

t - tirne allowed for breakout, or alternatively the elaosed time
during which the breakout force Is applied

to W reference time in minutes

* The reader Is refred to the nunmenclature on page 31.

* Ratio of cohesion of undisturbed soil to cohesion of disturbed soil at constant water
content,

4 4
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The constants Q and R are functions of the load duration or strain
rate. In Equation 3, when t -, the forcý required for breakout is a mini-
mum. Converse~y, as t is allowed to approach zero, that is, as the time
allowed for brtukrout becomes increasingly short, the force requirement

• -reaches a maximumy ronstant Value.

The quantty C icquires some cornmemt, since it is also a time-
ldependent function which is related to the soil sensitivity. It may be

estimated by an ecquation of the type

c .~ + (C k e -btWtII-)] (4)

where s - degree of soil sensitivity

b - numerical constant used to force C , C for very large 1, in
keeping with our knuwledge of thlxotroplc material behavioi

tj - reference time related to the tnixotroplc behavior of i material
in regaining a stated percentage of Its strength after initial dis.
turbarica

To Illustrate that Equation 4 is approximately correct, we note that (1) for
"t " 0, then Q- C/s, (2) for t - t1 , Q" C, and (3) for very large t, C - C even
for relatively small values of b. Dlmens!onless graphs of Equation 4 are
shown In Figures 15 and 16 for values of b - 1,0 and a - 5.0 and 8.0,
respectively. Experimental information on the validity of Equation 4 seems
to be nonexistent, In addition, the reference timet 1 seems to be highly
variable, being very short (that Is, on the order of minutes) for such
thixotropic materials as drilling muds and perhaps very long (that Is, moasured
by geologic time) for many deep marine sediments,

On the basis of experimental test results we may estimate s, C, t1 , t,
"and the constants Q and R, and then compute the force F requ Irud to extract
the bp.lcimen as a function of time, t, For example

F Q £AQe-&R('t (5)

or for maximum C

F CAQeR(ttol (8)

It Is to be emphasized that the reference times are those determined from
large-scale field tests.
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Figure 16. Dimenalonleu graph of Equatlon 4 Figure 16. Dimensionless graph of Equation 4
for b - 1.0, s- .,0, for b - 1,0, 1 8,0.

The foregoing illustrates how the field data may be analyzed and used
for predicting breakout, assuming that scale effect is negligible. In connection
with the data reduction it was found that the conesion, C, as obtained by vane
shear tests, showed marked variability, Thus, as an alternative measure of the
sediment strength, It was expedient to use the quantity qd, which Is defined as

the average supporting pressure provided by the soil to maintain the embedded
object In static equilibrium, in all of the data reduction since It exhibited very
consistent trends, In a sense this Is fortunate since the problem then becomes
completely determinate, being no longer dependent on external measurements,

Some of the data summarized In Table 2 are presented In Figures 17
and 18, Figures 18a, 18b, and 18c are semilogarithmIc graphs of the data
appearing In F igures 17a, 17b, and 17c, respectively, The elapsed time over
which the maximum force was applied appears as the ordinate In all figures,
In Figures 17a and 17b the abscls3a is the dimonsionless quantity, F/(Ammxqd);
In Figure 17c the absclsRa Is F/(Aqd). In Figures 17b, 17c, 18b, and 18c the
force F represents the net breakout force, which Is the applied force minus
the submerged weight of the object, not only that portion submerged In salt
water, but also that portion of the object embedded In the bottom sediment,

Figure 18a Indicates surme of the trends in selected data from Table 2.
The coefficients 0, R, and t, used in Equation 5 are also shown on the figure.
Although the data are extremely limited, the figure indicates that the forces
required to extract the cube and the prism are higher than those for the
cylinder and sphere, This seems to be in agreement with previous field
experience,
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Figure 18b exhibits the clearost consistent relationships for all of the
IF ~~included data. That iti, the treiids bhuvii in Fig-ire 18a for the vairious .h,,pcd

objects appear to be almost untirely obscured when the numerator in the
abscissa is reduced by an amount equal to the submerged weight of the
volume of sediment displaced by the embedded object,

From these data, the equation for computing breakout has been
determined to bo:

F - O.2OqdA,,g) e-0 00540lt-260 ) (7I

where A,,, vt horizuntal projection of the maximum contact aren

For t -0, Equation 7 redluce to

F 0.81 qdAm,, (8)

For t 260 minutes, the breakout force requiremyent becomes

F - 0O2OidAa. (9)

It Is to be emphagized that r'!latlonsolips Such as appor it) FIgures 1 8a,
18b, and I 8c, of wh ich Equti~on 7 !s tylpicil, alre based on only one type of
sedimonw, (that I1% that found In San Francisco Bay) and one size of tent
objucts, all of which wvere similar both from characterlst'c length and bearing
load,

THEORETICAL. ANALYSIS

To Introduce the theoretical procedure employed in th Is study It
geens useful to pause and ask why and In what way Is it worthwhile to
proceed with the development of compliuated models and procedures. That
question 'i best answerod by the lollowing quotation from Whitman (1904):

"Highly complex theories should seldom be used In soil engirlsoring
pracýtice, The advent of modern computers does not change this conclusion,

"Them Is always a basic limitation upon any Computational
procedure that Is to be used In design practice-the user must be able to
trace a clear relation between each assumption and the result oi making this
aMsLrrption, In t1he case of soil enginaering design there Is an additional tact:
It. Is ilmost Impossible tu ascertain the actual pattern cf nonhornogoneity
mrat exists In a particular soil deposit,

20



"Sophisticated models and procedures are useful only in applied
rcsvcurch. The IId cbject~ves of -n,, development of such niodols. and
procedures are the clarification of certain puzzling aspects of the behavior of
soil masses to bring greater unity into empirical observations, and the
dotermination of the :easonableness and accuracy of simplified methods to
aid the development of such simplified methods for use in practical design

The essential nature of the breakout problorm differs from the
ordinary footing problem (that is, prediction of the ufltimate bearing cEipacity)
in at least two important aspects,

First, the ordinary footing oroibiem is generally analyzed s;.at~cally by
means of uquations or chorts developed by Torzaghi. TIme-cdependlent effects
are not considered, whereas for some preliminary breakout tests such effects
wore observed to be Important, Second, the loading pattern appliad to the
soil mass by footings Is relatively simple as compared to that whI*~h might
exist bel'ore and after extraction of.a full'srale submarine or dlecp-submergence
vehicle, This Is further complicated by the remolding of the soil In the vicinity
of thu objact, wherep.s for footings the soil is essumaed to be essentially undis.
turbed The dlegreer of remolding as a function of distance Is unknown,
Moreover, laboret,3ry techniqutes for dletermining the stressatrain relationships
for soils uinder compressive loadings Are well established, These relationnhips
are useful in soil angineering practicu, since the tests from which they Oro
%ieviad oorrrospond roughly to the loading patterns Induced by foutlings. On
tho other hand, little comparable Information has bofin doveloriod for soilk
under terrisina loadings, Thus, the symmetry or asymmoittry of 'tho 9tress-strain
rulatlonshllpw for soils Is not wall astablIslwd,

In view of these differencas tho use of a sophistica~jted model for
anialysis of t-iie breakout procuss seems at 1089t partially JUStified1 The word
p artially Is Li ied sinca one milght wall urgtjv thot It is difficult If not impossible
to modejl mathemnatically th~e very complicated two-phase material doscribod
generally au aell. If this protmlis worre acceptod, than predictions of breakout
bahavior would biu rerjulrod to iely oxcluslvely on w-:1wriment foi owod by
tho use of raelaivaly simple modals,

Thn theorotIcal prcjcodUre useid in ill is study IN based on a systormatic
nutmorical procedure, developod by Harper ond Angl (196i3), for determining
the displacniments, ratrains andl tresses wi cin a plano CnntMLnuM whorein
curtain regions havea b,,on straineid beyond en oirutlic y:old lminit, Tho inoteritil
of the continuum Is considered it) bo i'or-ople, olcistic-purfently plent~c, annd
the problems era solvud for continuomisly incrion~lng external loadu.

The numerical procedurfe Is jsointlally a reluxotion tochnique a~,llaod
to a discrete physical model composod Ai suitably dirre;ngod stross poinntt, und
mass rjolntbI, Once the axiernal h; appliud lerrdc, lavii. boun runit)( to a
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Sutticiently n1igh ievUii, thu mom u iiy;Y y 611u'i~d

begin to yield arid flow plastically, The initiation of yielding is dotorm~inud
by tlit M'vsas-l lencky ylold criterion. Thereafter, ynoldorl roninwnre wm uiunvd
to obey the plastic stress-strain relations postulated )y thu Prandtl.RUuSS
theory. The numerical method is presented in complete detail in Appoundimis
C through G. Only a brief resume is presented In the fol~uwlng pitragraph,

The lumped parameter model, shown in F igure C.i, Is usad in thr,
procedure developed by Harper rind Ang, Tho modul consists of miass polntý,
at which the mass of the material is assurned to be concentrated, and stress
points, which connect the neighboring m~ins ;-':)in ts, Displacenments in the
con U nun mi are defi ntd ni ry ait the mass points, while stressas antd stroitns ore
def Inod onlIy at the stress poaInto, Thu strt ussu at Uach stru~s poinI t areo I I)I ud
to the movements of thio four surrounding mass pointh by 1,14111 0 firlitu.
difference version of the stress-stratin laws for the contIIinuum, BOUndcary
conditions Por given In terms of either external loads acting on the mass points
or specified dispibacmonta of these mass points,

Figures 19 through 21 aOe rMults Of ant axamplo obtained by applicaiiton
of the numerical method, In this examplo, It Is OssM-ted that a 4 x 4 x lb-foul
parailelepiped ham penetrated a distanco of 6 IncoNe into a soft marine sedimunt
having a yield strength In simple tensinn of 0.6 psi, a Poisson's ritio of 04A, and
an offactive modulus of (1last11icity of 74 psi,

Figure 1$9 doplwta the propagation of plou~llc straining wlit, Inuroatinq~
force levlS, Figure 20 shows the diatribution of yield rutlo purenrtitiln ,or a
given level of loading, Tho elastic displacoments at first yinlding nar NhIMI Ili
Figura 21, S91111.t11 givenI in Figures 1g througi 21 are based on an nrbitrary
loading of the bourtdary moms points, whirh dues nOt 'flllttl 001nol~du with tho
loading pattern In thy filid tests. Tho appliedtiain of uniform lo&oda to tho
inss~ polints (that Is, loand intensity Is conStenti rOSUltSI ) ')i unqual mnvumttntM
of theow mass points, which corresponds to witt hoppent with u fj@eJhhin
footing, B3ut subirnrino Wails and other appendagos mlo vory rigid and cot.
respond to a rigid footing, Thus, thy results given Iin Flguru'i 19 through 21
mtum be considerod with this reservation, Cortwin diffioul ties In uwIll' inurr tho
load inarements wi thin tho plastic range hova thus far 0rvtunted tha prouttsoino
of displicomant-control lad loading pottern proboink. lo aummtay, no
anonal itis aor lpromint In thy thoorat lctl ttpi)roflch, "Yon thollugh (Inly tltu1 gluc
fonturps oif tho brnokout prucuss hinvii thus for tbewn Whtlidnd.

In uror~t  to itthbtttnlinlo tho resullk oblatlilttd by ItIiiiutlollo of the1
r-itui~r leal tachn Iquo it phutoul act c 1 1iuly of htim stro%-Mtrinin polturtnm
Inducud by tonsill londitnjh on Yaruh oundory (loieltnit6% WOR COnIpItIKII,
". it) detijils tint givan Int Aipptttdlx 1H A tu'uthonnt mhier hnvirtg n toutiuu
ijf dUct ciity Of W~O 1Wi ad1L a Pulsu1on'N rditlo (it 0.4d wem mployed f tIi 11wii



tusts. I h'li tu its sunIport tho insuti s of Iliti iiumii ric aii t(1( liniquti iII 0Vul9
dta~ 1iI 'q! lnv'ý witt'm. th ctn~ !tra Crn-ac -..hcre thn rtmull a :rr c im.1:rablu, Thr
Wi tdition of uliviliclty c.111110 bu sioinfuftodL by tho tphotooh~lstic inothod, Thus,
the nuinurical tochiniquii, which Is~ apI)Iimbl)Ito Milt tuhe tlami utc and pI~nstic
(00I11108 ks 11t.01h Miort V13rSOMUa hw tha t~r pho toulosii~c mothrid wid cani boI
aipplie toU a( Cl Ivvid ranuut of problitim not iiocumi-I ly lim I od by liffiratory
ucqulptjMMt or tho con~structiont of 81)tIC~II modiiIls, Tho prog"ini vorlon of tho

iiuiiin0riril 111vthod, honwivr, is Ilmlled to n two-cdimminmInil trowtimint ofI

COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL
PROCEDURE S

An example Is sloctoci It)conporo the imnilts of tho thuitmflool

p how ul Wihiuo ithos ue of eiia fup r loo IorlolwDoobutl4 the Jiino to"lowt mituit"d
niinUM 4o alo un mrtot pUlvun o the brookIit AlondM' ( hruJ C hml
Lot1 ~~m eurl assum Iinut the irilwr ofr thenuclourI Ini'''(h hbtioriti N11.m1IItNr

bulrlod0hich ~InIU'l~t, n 11 inortlhulionl th siilru to tt Imn So I r thu mutd BoyIv
(ul% ol 1 iILtIUfd, 01hy dowl tiruw hich omuma l thau ~a Polulil uttd thu

t40 on tylttlydut hli iti Nrm th u 0.0 ttti Lt I II thu 101 1141111111t fo t hfll thoi
of~ lactin mootnlk hof tilhiul (~rifmbttrn Ii (ll 1 0111 Whichlt lu4~ thiri U 1 () h

Ifaia m Tho kmnl 6M oI)IIlJunhi ur tiii a pdrohliudmpilio Iti, lhongsi 4h toot~1 r

piticit accorin to ut hItli formal, Tho Iinlot'uoiwt hinluilils, It thonm~lo tof rummtr

th I11a lc rly h l llri hu wo lp% l I ll m h
oblii'l11)tolaly olah Il il 11h botom % to bi~ ow loco, 'Ii% frt-



w.hnrv: n rn - )mduI

IF - broakout fort'o

L Iungth ofl 1mrallolopiprpid

8 width of partiiol ohpiped

In this coso

Fm "6.14 pounds L 95 foot
L hl 0,7b Inch 8 4 font
8 0.2b Inch ?MI 0.6 pai

I~nMr 11,B PSI

Sub~tltutlng thosu VWlunt; In tho oquutlon wo obtain'

IF q M.49 )(4)144)j2(,8L . 93,500 pounds
0.75(0.25)(1 1,5)

Tho Pals~on's wtio for tho mo~dtti moturiul Is 0.46. Th photoolastic modlil
study Is discm;ssad In; Ar.:undix H,

The bronkOLIt frco Is uiIa n~~raliiiand from thtt tmpiricol furtnlUla

whorn cqd - 2,85(l + (/)q

In this prohiom

A,,, 0)b(1)( (144) In.2 - b4,9 O) mY - 4 himu (width of pegroIilloplpoci)
V6'(0 roinri tom 1. - Ob foot (Ilon uth of ;ural lolupijici I
0 ,Um (minOst~im hirnoukut) qu "CO gIM

Rt 0.00M4

wlitnu q, Is tho wit oinflnud compronwivu msitinUtIh ond IN assumnd to bit oquad
to tiom yimId str'mig~th Ini ýiiiiipln hhom.
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1 - A Modulus of elestlcltv: 74 psi

Level of loadlngli A-10,800 lb
111-114,400 lb - ---

Obldali 4 K4 x 1b-ft plealleloplPed.

Figure '19 Propegmtion of pluacc- itrainIng with~ Inoresolmo load levels,

Levil ul loodino: 14,400 lb

Vene Pillar ilronothi 00 pol
-- -- -poatlaensreflul 0.4I ~Modulus f tef~olmlla:Vi Mpol

pen r n~----P -0

- lr 20. - )Nrbto of - ~ l cel - ironlo po -lo -o oflodig
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Substituting these values in thoe emplil i~dIui 6 ud'z , W

qd- 2.G8~l1 1 4/95)] (0.6) - 1.79 nsI

T hus F - 0 .20 (l, 79)(54,900)e-O.O 54O-420O) . 80,00Qpounds

Thus, comparable predictions of the breakout force for zero elapsed
time according to the theoretical and empirical approaches are 91,000 and
80,000 pounds, respectively.

The theoretical procedure considers nnithpir tie effects of remolding
or the increasu in strength dlue to consolidation. In the San Francisco Bay
tests (upon which the empirical constants were determined), the maxlmim
bearing loads were very high, much higher than the capacity of the soil near
tho surfaece to support such loads, Thus, the soil in the immedinte vicinity of
the test object was disturbed and remolded to a considerable degree, More.
ovoi, the object penetrated a certain distance until the bearing loads were
reduced to a level within the capability oi the soil to support the Imposed
loads, There Is a natural increase in) strength with depth due primarily to an
increae~ In bulk donsity and ni decrease In waiter content, However, the
strength of the soil is also affected by the presence of the object in two
opposing ways. Ono, reforred to proviousiy, is the reduction In ~irongth due
to remolding, The other Is the gain in strength due to consolidation, eoth
Wefcts occur on vastly different time scales, The loss in st~'ongth due to
remolding takes piace Instantooocously, whereas the gain In strength due0 to
consolidation Is a lonU-terrn process depending Initilily to a large extent on
the pormeability of the aoill

It ieemns likely that for a givan object two worst situation's are
possible, Ono, tormed tho ahol Iow-panotrat Ion cawe. occurs whori tho soii has
a high shahr strength which Is almost but not quite matched by the imposed
bearing loeds, This onouras a closo bonding of the object bkln surface to the
widirnintary layer withocut Inducing a strength roduction In tho soil. The
other, tormed tho doop-ponotration caboe occur!1 whun penetration has been
so door) that the volUmeo of displuceld soil baconics sufficiently largo so tie to
completely dominato the bruokout process, 1'ho lalttr situation is not to be)
Colifuitd Willh the o oluimu of materiell lying between the fuilure SUrtilC11 1end
the object boiundmey, which Is a function of the ýross dimns(inonH of thia
object, We tirn concurned heru with 11 IV(jive qIjeIT1utry,

Iin thu thuoruticiil approach, the compu tatilonal schume purmnlth loads,
I l ~of uny mangnitude o (u)bil appli ld to) an), or till moss,5 points, Agulni, inl the citud

exhimple, e~qulil 1r)J4 wore, upplied It, tho muss poi nts located on this boundary
geoinotrt . ThuLs, 1.1iiti.ltitil rolaltit l niaviOVnftiml bewen the moss poin ts on thil
boULndary ara permitted, whoroas in fict, such unoqul irinovilimen ts, mi runl ined
only for fkw, iblo merribritnes,
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I
FINDINGS

1. A numerical method of predicting strains, stresses, and displacements ir,
an elastic-perfectly plastic medium subject to loads applied to an arbitrary
boundary geometry was found to be useful in developing a theoretical
prediction of breakout forces,

2. A complicated computer program, which uses a lumped parameter modal
of the material and an iterative technique to obtain solutions, was found to
be an integral part of the theoretical procedure. The program requires use of
a high-speed large-memory-capacity computer.

3. The computational procedure traces the development of the stress and
displacement fields in an elastic-perfectly plastic material Under conditions of
plane strain, with specified boundary conditions and force-controlled loading,

4. Results yielded by the computational procedure were found to be verified
by separate photoelastic studies, at least within the elastic range.

5, Data from breakout tests with large specimens in San Francisco Bay were
found to dcvelop the following empirical formula:

F a 0,20 Ami$q, "0Qo0V40lt'260

The geometry of the breakout object seemrd to have relatively little effect on
the breakout force,

6, In a particular oxample, the breakout force requirement was estimated by
the theoretical procedure to be 91,000 pounds rnd by the empirical procedurn
to be about 80,000 pounds,

CONCLUSIONS

1, The ocean bottom brookout force of an object of simple gerometry can be
ustimatud by meons of an analyticnl method that us8s numerical calculation
by high-speed computers, Thu muthod takes Into account the plastic buhavlor
of soll beyond tho elastic strain range,

2. The ftllowing ampirical formula may be us6d to dscrio1r1h the bre'ký,jut
forcu for an ocean bottom soil:

F " OAl qd .lNlt

, 29



RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Whenever possible, engineers should use the analytical method ou'lined in

this teport and the appendixes to estimate the breakout force before any

actual salvage operation,

2, When a computer is not available, the empirical formula should be used to

determine the breakout force, Tho constants 0, R, nnd t0 can be derived from

a limited number of in-situ field test data.

3. More field data should be collected to vorify the analyticul method for

various object geometries and soil sediments,

4, More research should be conducted Into methods for reducing the

breakout force,
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NOMENCLATURE

A Hor;riontaI IprolIctiofl of thie contact area, in.2

Amex Horizontal projection of the max imni cn~ Otact
.2

are , i)

B Width of breakou~t object, feet

b Nimniriciil constan't wsinc to force C -C for very

IIaron t

C Cohosion, or oltarnatively a nieasure of the vane
shear strength, psi

C. Effective average cohesion along the failure eurfaca
at tho instant of breakout, psi

F Breakout force, pounds

k Constant which is 6 function of object size, object
shAPH, tIII1 duration of applied forco, rate force Is
applied, soil tinnsitivity, end the elepand tinie which
tia object has bouw In pincu aftar the Initial
disturbunco

L Length of brouekuut object, foet

a Conistant

Cli Ave raiit suppo )InU f rig iirtts prti fl) iIod by tho oull to
mulanfill thei miithuddod object In Nitotic uquillib

t rititcoitfni d( iposy Nrn ii i

M mopo of thne failure line"' wheo o (log $A) is

I (I ),igru IIf Soil I.Iaks tivit

I I litii al,, ciii~ Imi lnriakoult winutitt

11 14i'trom imu hint litm to t1iic tifiotruinl: bthnavlor

1 tIf IIII a~l lIII 1t](h ilisln il it 14111 i(i)1i 11.110 1 f I

Al-1I w l Sh w 41,, I IIII)I
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Appendix A

SITE SELECTION AND LABORATORY TESTS

by M. C, Hironaka

I'hl filid tusts wurn cirrifua OUt in Son Franicisco Bay about 300 yards
SOL thnnOSt of PIur 3 al Hunlmu, Point (Figuru A-I1 San F i 11cisco Biny v'~is
soltictod buILArUMu it IS ti, 0111y Iotmliotn on thu V00t Coos~t In ruinotivuly shnullN
Wiitur Whomiu tho nt X is~t largo~ I idisitt It )0(l (1ifolI)IiN of fill grin ii sudi nll',1s

IN11080 phyalkul ch~aracteristics are rumsonabiy similar to thok~, of tho door)
oroan basins,

The spocific silott is no which Is ruIntivaly fren of the ilho~lm and debt Is
which are generally found midjacant to plors, wharvati, and ion walls, gild
which make such locations unsuitable for field toost i ~guro A-2 shows tho
depth conturn at tho Mia and the tolii-profiia locationh along which soil
curns ware rotrieved, F Iguros A-3 through A-15 are schimatic alevatlons of
tho soil Inyorinq basned an a detailed examination of tho boil core, Tibia
A-1 01 gvs statistical information oti tho laboratory lioll towt for cortnin
mIo~ttud coresi,

P inally, 111 Iguor A.0 proomants li typical liomplo of tho meulli of it loxil
tests of uortain boil samplus, Voluvit of cohesilon obtained from the triuxilo
tests appearod to qviav with luorrompontlinU values obtaintid OtrtN vane shooi'
tests. Thu hululnu of thu moll sniiiplu(, Which mourrod ill thIlal"01r 1t000 of
thu trimxifil tests, wmiIIs to maketu til( rodualllr of t ho triux al tlls NmuJiq
lsomewhat ImWli thanmilnunful,
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Appancdx B

LITERATURE SWIVEY OF BODY SHAPES AND DIMENSIONS

h% ;J. J. MuQ

A thorough rivliow of tho litnrautir oin eximiting body almovs and
(Iift1ingclno flMitl 0 ) i n~t)II1 i~t)I!l it) tlia hio6 lout foiciipol u I wrI)IH1 conduc01(Iteld

fill 11111 'rIposo of I1RtnIlIh~ill.) 1pvcIf Ic gui mllim; Iom huimip lgiig tImII() ;m II(-

oxcludod from this study, It wag bilt thtil 1110 Irregukdar ,ionnormanhI41d thpp~h
provoinlad by onchors conoltutuod Iri compleato Atutly Ili itself lind maln thera
would bo hltt Iv to Upin from tho ot temptord -gx rpoletlun of dalii oivaiiriblo
fromi tusli on onchor shapaq to other shapoct

Althouoh It w~i known tha1t the iihiipp of cartalm ulanifi~d objoutil
would 1.1 lit Inturall. thay nIl" waru uxuIlic~d In ord"I to maelnil"1 0i Wide
(Ill~timiflrotion ond d~itribution of ihe tmiulti of thn test proUromn, The %tudy
wot. lokleud oil two offiltegtt u 1) bodV. hhtlpu., Tho Illi t cotoglay hialudol1
fulI~hitn U, S, Novy Ruimohiiiriiii, Ilig vntioug typol of Wliluh oto Indlticold Iin
T ithIl 11 1 All illflihes vomphek leivni tisgiloli II (itylindflhIit hkill, [lowovor,
It- lowis ono of th" ulrlJuiout uiIeSST 1) a III prhoinim r Ioton Ittil keel
ditla~hlild to the~ii undttldo of thel hukll, Thil qocind ith tivouny lOnhludWI 11h1
gliowingu flditnly of L1001 submigelolivo vhlelicots, Numma iitifllu I II Tnhlu I1,2 It
IN l III hi' outd thitt ti CC),LPHI-4N (AQi6.L11161 14 1llktoil Ii both etitlopoi sh
I lowtivor, ditte oni tilt,' IV01,I'l IN poierllnent to th Ilij Hokinkl for )uprobluem
11id nlot 111110r In tnill optin pubtioloi d litwrontoim Of III" ot h'il Y110001, Ill"
tvO)IA', Nlt- I ontl .1, I h iii Ill fall In1to lIIe' lertjiui oiuh ol (10411 hiiuh*

11i0uwoviv voldil~lo limting Aeploi iiliaitely t114 N41ile) caIIIt40 A( en , liur somnmil
voiciolo, tomh lie thp AL Utv¶IN AUT mid AtLVI N, dato nill lu ik t4 lml coilul 01,v
wah~ nlol ieimelly ovalloilelu

l1b11 shitiet 1), tho holinttll'~inntiemlu oflt"1 the1lba A lit 11 dooll inw(Ji
V01111110% io 10: hi]Pom isteil "11MIet andr1sms11 (elutiallukdl iied mcyllildl incel) hINvhm~j
Imp ~ legh1'ileIuti thic to niorl) voMn1I~nd h)(11I1% iitli 114 1:1111114 Cold

1 14111 lthe filoltoldlinl 11oliioik IIuiius 1t14e1 01111104. 01011h,~iu, IIuultlWUIUiuth
wol~iesltu holilo till til) Im piu''uou, Him, alidt waloithWills 411ne 1ul wmol nlilt$
WINNsl ill II t) blr loglu rid Nsliiller il Ilint wlImh might he oxji'erlimcp~d Ini tho
wo'rlit posShilba Ksltmetilor, ("'l gill fleict luimiotev ti olil an 1:1) 11VmII14du1 M110gh1,
liilodll~nt Lvelpabillty.

N lmungsolm anus d nlddlltlitiuil 1111m.1llitluilih lit thiu louuu 011111u.1htu iI Ahl(),Ail

iii IutileLt41
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THICORT ICAL ANALYSIS

I)V 0, J, Miuja find W. 6~. Atkins
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Use of the discrete model permits a problem in nontinuum mechanics
with an infinite number of degrees of freedom to be replaced by a correspond-
ing problem in particle mechanics having a finite number of degr,:cs of freedom.

The basic advantage of such a technique is that it makes possible the t',lution
of problems not easily colved by mathematical analysis, particularly problems
involving partial loadings and complicated boundary conditions, This Is of
considerable Importance to the breakout force problem since many different-
shaped objects are to be retrieved under a variety of embedment conditions.
The basic disadvantage of the use of a discrete model, as pointed out by Harper

and Ang, is its very finiteness; that is, stresses and displacements are determined
only at a finite number of points. Hc -, frequently the finite model can
furnish only d rough quantitative measure of the true but unknown solution
In the continuum.

To goin som,i notion of the accuracy of the model, Harper and Ang
solved a proolem in plane elasticity using an analytical solution and compared
the results to those from the numerical solution using the model, The results
"from the two solutions agreed very well,

Whitman (1964) has considered the use of the numerical method
developed by Harper and Ang for analyzing two-dimensional and three-
dimensional boundary value problems Involving soil.* Whitman concluded
that immediate progress with the problem of multidimensionel contained
plastic flow would result from application of the numerical method, and
that the use of the theory for a perfectly pi--tlc solid permits a first step In
the develoomentk of procedures for analyzing contained plastic flow In soils.

Christian (1965) has used the numerical method developed by Harper
and Ang to Investigate the stress and displacement fields for an elastic porousr material under conditions of plane strain with rectangular boundaries and
force. or d lsplacerri ent-contro lied loading,

Whitman and Hoeg (1965) have examined the performance and
accuracy of the Harper and Ang numerical method and used It to analy:e
the development of the plastic zone beneath a strip footing resting on an
elesth- -perfectly plastic foundation material, The computed results for lite
flexible andi rigid strip footings analyzed in their study showed the gradual
developm...-, of the plastic zone, the corresponding displacement fields, and
the accumulation of footing settlements as the ful, shearinf, reqistance of the
foatmndation material was mobilized, The load settlement T.;s approached
asymptuticelly the baar~ng capacity, which was In ar rm•,it with the ultimate
load predicted by plastic theory.

' In a boundary value problem, one seeks to determine the response (that Is, stresses,
strains, displacements) of a system (that Is, a deformable mas of soil) to a specified set
of boundary conditions (that Is, Ppplled loads or displacemernt),
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While the medium o-operties in the study performed by Harper and
Ang corresponded to steel rather than soil, and therefore the conclusions are
based on thb behavior of such an Idealized "foundation" material, the results
do provide valuable insights Into the behavior attendant on the loadHin of
soils, The lumped parameter model can tolerate any type of stress.strain
relationship, and future studies can introduce stress-strain properties and
yield phenomena better representing soil materials,

Although the basic calculations used In the Harper and Ang numerical
method are very simple, the large number of calculations required to solve
even a simple practice problem precl,.jie the :i.e of hand calculations. There-
fore the entire proccdlUre for handling plane strain problems of contained
plastic flow In an elastic-perfectly plastic continuum has been coded In
FORTRAN II for use on the IBM 7094 digital computer. The computer
program used In this study Is an extensive revision of a program written for
Whitman (1964) at the Stanford Research Institute, By revising the program,
compilation and execution time has been reduced, some logical errors have
been corrected, and the output has been reorganized to facilitate Its use,

This appendix presents the numerical method developed by Harper
and Ang and documents the revised Whitman prugram, No attempt has been
made to extend the theory.

LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL

Harper and Ang (1963) note that there are very few solutions for
problems of contained plastic flow. That is, there are very few solutions
which trace the development of the stress and strain patterns in a body of
material from the time that yielding first develops at some point in the
mater;al until the deformations finally increase beyond all bounds,

One criterion that has been used In the selection of P mathematical
model Is that there be mathematical consistency between the finite difference
equations governing the behavior of the model and the differential equations
governing the behavior of the contlnuur,. This means that the equations for
stresses, strains, equilibrium, and compatibility, which are derived directly
from the model, should be the same as a set of finite difference equations of
the corresponding differential relations governing the continuum, Harper
and Ang point out that If this requirement is met, the requirement of equal
deformations in the modal and corresponding continuum will be automatically
satisfied. The model proposed by Harper and Ang, and used herein, satisfies
this criterion,
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Description of the Model

Figure C-1 shows the lutiiped parameter model used In the proredtire
developed by Harper and Ang. This model consists o', nass points and stress
points,

The mass of the material is assumed to be concentrated at the mass

points and the strains within the material are given In terms of the displace-
ments of the mass points, Each of the mass points Is connected through the
stress points to the n•ighboring mass points, Three components of stress and
strain dre defined at e•ch stress point (two normal components and a shear
component) Displacements In the continuum are defined only at the mass
points while ;;tresses and stralns are defined oni' at the stress points, In the
model representation, springs are shown at the stress points for conceptual
purposes only, The stresses at each stress point are relatud to the movements
of the four surrounding mass points using a finite difference version of the
stress-strain laws for the continuum, No nitemot Is made to define a set of
springs whose action would be equivalent to the action of the continuum, i

Actual computations are carried out In terms of the forces F., FYI 4

FV' at each stress point (Figure C-2). These forces are equal to the corre- i
sponding components of the stress tensor multiplied by the appropriate
fraction of the grid spacing,

•1• •, ,-w~t Unterline

coordinatee

2`1 2 13 24 2 20dlepla'iemento

of Mon pointA

3`1 32 5 3 54 x5 I

I plop$ strewe polnt

61 62 63 64 65 55

Figure C.1, Lumped parameter model for continuum,
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Figure C•.2. Forces at stree point of lumped peramqter model.

Harper end Ang and Whitman note that there are two Important
advantages of the model configuration, First, all element. of the strain and
stress tensors are defined at tho same point, This is sspecially important in
extending the use of the model to problems of •~lusticity, Second, the
horizontal and vertical boundaries of the model contain only mass points,
Thus, boundary conditions given in terms of either external load- acting on
the mass points or specified displacements of the mass points can be applied
with equal ease, •

Relation of the Model to the Finite Difference •
Equations of the Continuum

The notation and example presented by Harper and Ang mre used to
Illustrate the relation of the numerical model to the finite difference equations

of the continuum. The following notation is used:
1, Superscript letters refer to stress point locations,

2. Subscript letters x and y refer to the direction of the axes.

3s Subscript numbers refer to mass point locations,

4, Displacement components in the x and y directions are givte by
u and v, respectively.

5, Sign convention is that show f in Figure C-2r
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For Figure C-1 the compnnents of the strains at a typical stress point, a, are
defined as follows:

es U54 -U43

V53- V44

'J53" UOA V44" V43.*a+

where e a normal strain
-y = shear str(,n I

8 p diagonal distance between mass pointd

I+

SThese strains, which are derived directly from thtý model, are Identical to the
finite difference expressions for the differential i.crain-dlsplacemant relations !/
from tha classical th,•ory for plane continue inder small deformationsw

ex by T8 y ax

Using the sign convention of Figure C.2, the equation of equilibrium
In the x direction for a typical interior mass point, 43, Is

(F, - F, +( - F ,.o (C.2)

where X - body force per unit volume

F - component force at stress point

The volume of a parallelepiped of unit thickness and area X2 - 82/2 is con.
sidered concentrated at each mass point, If the thickness of the model is
taken as unity in the z direction, forces at the stress point a can be obtained
from the stresses:
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8
FO 1 (C-3)

F' .8 ''.9v 1
M~ 2

Using Equations C-2 and C.3, the following equation of equilibrium, in terms
of stresses, Is obtained:

a 4-a- ' - '-+ X * 0 (C,4s)

8 8

A similar equation Is obtained for the y direction:

Ob. a/dy ,i. ,
+ _m + V 0 (C.4b)

These equilibrium equations, C.4a and C.4b, are Identical to the

finite difference expressions for the differential equations of equilibrium
governing the corresponding continuum:

• + + X =0

+ + y .

Harper and Ang state that "the strains In the model will necessarily
satisfy the compatibility relation, since strain compatiolllty is essentially a
requirement placed on the three components of strain in order to Insure that
they correspond to a physically possible displacement configuration, The
model deals directly with displacements, and the strains are defined directly
In terms of these displacemoints. Hence, It can be expected that the strains
derived from the displacements of the model will exactly satisfy the com-
patibillty condition."
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It Is also possible to express the equations of equilibrium in terms of
dlplacements, For an eiastic continuum, the stress.strain relations for plane
strain, as given by Prager and Hodge (1951), are

E

v 7(1 + v)(1 -2v) 7 -I)ex + 'e]

E

oy -•1 •')1 -2 ) [(1 + Pi r e• C5

where E modulus of elasticity of th ( material

P• Polsson's ratio of the material

Combining Equatlonh V., C.3, and C-5, the three force components at stress !point a In terms ol displacements are 8

S--•~ +E (1 U54 U43  6 V4

F__P_ V53 V4 4 +. U(4 U4

Fly T ,v-'-T*
_E [LeaL-U44 + js4 V43]1

The three fxpresslons in Equation C.6 are Hooke's streis-strain relationships
for plane strain In terms of displacements, Substitution of these rind similar
re;atlons for the forces originating at the other stress points (b, c, and d)
into Equation C-2 results In the following equation of equilibrium in the x
direction, In terms of displacemen-., as given by Harper and Ang:

E u54 - 2u 4 3 + U3+

2 + P)(1 3P)) - -2
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A similar equation exists for equilibrium in the y direction, Note that
Equation1 C.7 Is the same as a finite difference equation for the differential
equation of equilibrium governing the continuum:

[21 1 1 -P) .--0u + I - 2P) -iL. + ,2:J+ X. 0
2( +P)(11 20 [ 8V 2  axyJ

Boundary Conditions

In general, boundary conditions (for either continua or dictrete
models) can be of two types: either the forces acting along some boundary
( the displacements on the boundary are prescribed, It has been previously
iosed that the model Is multed to either type of prescribed condition, Some
of the more common boundary conditions which may be Imposed on the
model are descrlbed In the following paragraphs,

Symmetric. If the continuum Is known to possess symmetry about a
vertical axis through a column of mass points, as shown In Figure C.1, then
the boundary condition on the right edge of the model may be specified as
follows:

Ule a: " 1

VIG U14

infinite, The model may be used to simulate an Infinite half.bpace,
In Figure C-i, consider the prublem of imposing boundary conditions on the
fbir.left column of mass points, For vertical loadings which are symmetrlc
about the centerline, It has been assumed that the horizontal displacements
of this farleft column are 2ero, and that the vertical displacements of this
far-left column will be equal to the vertical displacements of the coloinn of
mass points Immediately to the right of this boundary column, When these
vertical and horizontal motions are resolved into displacements in the x and y
directions, the boundary conditions become

U11 " - (+12 + v 12 ) -

V11 " " (U12  + V12)

.. ............ .. . . . . . . '' '*'~ .~ Il
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Specified by Loading Arrangement. If an external load Is to be
"%oplied to the top surface of the continuum, the ttmodei will have the
appropriate concentrated loads applied to the top row of mass points. These
concentrated loadcL mOy approximate a distributed load or represent actual
concentrated loads,

Fixed, If It Is desired to hold the base of tha continuum fixed
agninst displacement, the displacement components of the bottom row of -

mass points are simply set equal to zero.
""Thuse exumples indicate thu m~nnar In which boundary conditions

are prescrilbeU for the model, A vorioty of practical, significant Conditlons
can be conceived, but an extensive treatment of pcssible boundary .ond.'
fions Is beyond the sc•oe of this study,

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FROM THE THEORY OF PERFECTLY

PLASTIC "IOLIDS

Preger and Hodge (1961) hove provided a careful definition for the
perfectly plastic solid.

Any constitutive relationship of the theory of plasticity may be ,
divided Into the following three parts:

1, Stresi-straln relations for the elastic region

2, Yield criterion to define the Initiation of yielding

3, Stress.struin relations for the plastic region

These three major divisions of the theory will be discus•nd after the associatod
assumptions and limitations are listed, and aftor a net of notation that will be
useful in the discussion of the theory Is Introduced,

Harper and Ang (1963) otate: "There are three main assumptions

underlying the theory of perfectly plastl . material uwd In this Investigation,
These can be stated no follows:

"1, It Is assumed that the Mises.Hencky yield condition accurately
determines the beginnnIng of yield, General considerations of
isotropy and symmetry can furniqh only the general form of the
yield condition, Beyond this, any yield condition is a hyrpnthesis
which only tests can justify.

"2, It Is assumed that there Is no permanent volume change, This .assumption, justified on the basis of experimental evidence for

metals, leads tu the renult thit the plastic strain Is equal to the
plastic deviator strain,
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S3. During the Dlostic flow, It Is

assumed that the JevlItor
strain rate ten• r Is proportion.
al to the Instantaneous deviator
Qtrwn, This Is the familiar

SiPrandtl ARuMs pustulate
"In addition to those threut main
assumptions It Is possible to list
several other restrictions on the
theory

"14 The miteriel must be Isotropic,
Thie cordIiltlon Is umi In devel.

Figure C-3 Itreseitraln ourve for oping the general form of the
elastic-loprfeotly plastic material yield condition,In 1iMPlN tenelln of Compreuslon, In5, There Is no work hardening,

and thu material follows the
atrasistrain diagram of (Figure C-31 when subjected to simple
tension or ooratoruaIon

"10, No unloading occurs, Onse a stresa point alis yielded, It remains
yielded under succoulve Increments of external load

"7?, Time effects of loading, s•ch as creep, are ignored,
"8. Dliplacements are small so that the small deformation theory of

elasticity applies",
The following definitions and notation ore Introduced for the purpose

of describing the pqrtinent conatitutive cquations used In this study:

ON TMY ?NIP

Total stress tensor 5T " r' UY rv I

Spherical stress tensor a I a

6 7

..... . . ..- - - - -- ---.. ,-..---.-,---- .



D~.vitor stress tensor SO T 1vS 7

where .a mean normal stress -1/3 (ax + o+

ix normal x component of SO - ux- s

*v normal y component of SO - av- s

81 normal z compoioent of S0 a o -

With this notation

ST B 8 + S0

Ix+ I~ + 3, aa + 0 + as -3s 0

Principal normal stresses are ',osignated by a,, 02 and 03. Principal normal
components of the stress deviator ire

13 03 1

A completely similar notation exists for strains:

Total strain ions'r 2T e:~~ :

Shrclstrain tensor E8 o -
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1 1e. " m" 'YX " r,
1 1

Deviator strain tensor E = D * x* ev " "yz

Yz 2 y ya

where e -mean normal strain -1/3 (ex + ey + ez)

e) = normal x componunt of ED _ e - e

e6 0 normal y component of ED _ e- - e

as - normal z component of E0 * - e

With this notation

ET -E + Eo

eX + e + e6 a ex + 6 + e0 -3e 0 M

Principal normal strains are designated as el, e2, and e3. Principal normal
components of the strain deviator are

el 6 e1 - e
t e11 e62 - a

0e3 41 3 -

SElastic Stroes.Strain Relations

In the elastic range the relationship between the elements of the stress
and strain tensors Is assumed to be that of Hooke's low, It Is convenient to

express this linear relationship In terms of the elements of the deviator stress
and deviator strain tensors:

Ox =2Gex 8V- 20ev Is n •Ge,

(C-8)

r+ + ev- e,) (C.9)
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Swhere G 2

SEK 3(1 - 2 P

The relatlonshin• in Equation C-8 can be xprr;d nrnn rnnrikly a.s

SD - 2GED (C-10)

Note that the expressions In Equation C-8 or Equation C-10 are not sik
Independent relations since addition of ox + 5V + s, - 0 gives an identity.
Therefore, Equation C-9 is needed to give a complete statement of Hooke's
law.

Yield Criterion

The yield point is determined by the Mises.Hencky yield criterion:

J2 0 (C.11)

where Jj - second Invariant of the stress deviator tensor

k - yield stress In simple shear

J2 is defined by

1' 0 - v)2 + (OV _ 0,)2 + (at ax)2

+ -y 2 + T 3 1 2 + +xv2
V1

For plane strain problems, the yield condition reduces to

J32 / k 2 (C.12)
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Combining Equat.ons C-12 and (G3, we obtain tor any yielded stress point

(2 - ) 2  k2 62

(2 F- F2

Still another useful form for the yield criterion is obtained by substituting the
expressions in Equation C-5 into Equjation C-12:

(e " eV) 2 + yx -" [21 + P)kjý " (k) 2

Using Equations C-1 for the strains at a typical stress point, a, the yield
criterion becomes:

(U54 - U43- V3 + V44 )2 + (U5 3 -N + V5 4 - v4 3)2 •(k-•) (C-13)

Plastic Streu-Straln Relations

In order t.o relate stress and strain in a material which is undergoing
plastic flow, It Is convenient to express the straIn tensor In terms of elastic
and plastic components. Single primes will be used to denote an elastic
component, and double primes will denote a plastic component. Dots will
denote rate of change with respect to Increment of external load,

The essential risturn of the relations between stress and straIn durlr:q
plastic flow Is given by Equations C-14 and C-15. The assumption of no
permanent change of volume Is stated mathematically as

*el of (ex + ey' + ell) 0 (C.14)

This implies that the plastic strain deviation is Identical to the plastic strain,
or

V Il
-x =•' e' ey 6* • e

The asumption that during plastic flow the deviator strain rate tensor
is proportional co the instantaneous deviator stress tensor is stated mathemat-
Icaliy as
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2G~i Os,, 2Gi" Os 2Gei' Os

.... ,,(C-15)
G @Txv G 0r., Gjy,' O1r.y

where 0 = a proportionality factor

The e),pressions in Equation C-15 are in the same form as the elastic
stress-strain relations given in Equation C-8.

The basic relationships which are assumed during plastic flow have
been presented. At this point it is necessary to apply these relations, along
with the yield criterion (Equation C-1 1) and the elastic relations (Equations
C.8 and C-9), in order to develop the final relationships between the stress
rates (incremental stresses), strain rates (incremental strains), and instantaneous
stresses.

The plastic strain rates have been expressed in terms of stresses by
Equation C-15. Similarly, the elastic strain rates are expressed in terms of
stress rates by differentiating the expressions In Equation C-8 with respect to
external load:

2Gi', ix 2Gi' sv 2G0s' i,

*i' i', Gi'. i, G i Y" iv

Combining the elastic and plastic strain rates gives the total strain rate:

2Ge. - 2Gex + 2Gi' - , + sx

2Gi- " + 2Gi i +

2Ge1 " 2Gis + 2Gi"' is + a,

(c-10)
G.-v G G,' + G *"v rv + ('rXV

+ + Gj.,"' i + ý,rx=

-w G ytv + G y•, iy 1 + v"

Note that these relations apply only during plastic flow, that Is, when

" k2  and 32  = 0
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In order to eliminate the proportionality factor t trom the expressions
in Equation C-16, it is convenient to introduce the notation

S a +, + y + e* + Tk + , ; ,
'X~~~~ VT X XV z 'YVx 9

where W may be interpreted as the rate at which stresses do work during a
change of shape, and to note that

S2 ' 3sxxS + y8 + 6 SS + 2rx TV + 2rT, + 2rT

By multiplying the first thrbs expressions of Equation C-16 by sx, sv, 8,, and
the last three by 2 r',, 2,r,,, 2 rvz, respectively, and adding, we get

2GW -* 8, + 0oX2 + SViV + 8 V 2 + 8'ý + 032

+ 2rXT rX + 20'XV2 + 2rx1 r., + 2€TI

+ 2*4•g v * ' 20,r,, 2

= J2 + 0(3 2 + gV2 + g.2 + 2'r,, 2 + 2%1,,2 + 2tr, 2)

j2 + 20J2

But during plastic flow, J 2 - k2 and J2 w 0. Hence, 2GW 2 0 2 k 2 and
0 - G•/k 2 ,

Substituting this value of 0 Into the expressions In Equation C.16, it
Is possible to solve for the deviator stress rates, which gives

;X -2G (e " j*) ;". - G -V -T' )

-2Ge ; iW v) 'xg , G (C.17)

5z 2 G( , ~2 ~ ýy, *GQ~ -Y TY
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I To obtain the total stress rates it is necessary to add the deviator stress
rates frum the expressions in Equation C-1 7 to thp %pherical stress rate, which
can be obtained by differentiating Equation C-9 with respect to external load:

s - 3Ke (C-18)

Adding Equations C-17 and C-16 results in the total stress rates:

0 4m 3K;. o - in + " 2G ;V - a +. 3Ki

* i -201 + 3Ki

2k2 /
(C.19)

-X G('VM 4TMY)

, r.

The exprcsslons in Equation C-19 give the desired relationships between the
stress rates, strain rates, and instantaneous stro.ses.

To apply the expressions In Equation C-19 to the numerical model, it
Is necessary to reduce them to an Incremental form, Note that for plane strain
problems the number of reletions Is reduced from six to three, Therefore

•. - AIX & + AS

46v = As, + As (C-20)
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For plane strain onditions, the expressions in Equation C-17 are reduced to

AsX 2G(ASN G A.K)

Asv = 2G Ae. - 2 sv

r - G AY'xY--• -" 7V)

and Equation C-18 becomes

As - 3KAl i K(Aex + Aev)

The Increment W becomes

AW K exASK + AV Ay + $I Aez + rYKvA'Y~v (C.21)

But $a O -- 1(a + Ov + 08)

Where, for plane strain

0, M(ox + av)

and during plastic flow

T
2

Hec1 1 ( + + +4v)
Heus K (0 + v) - OK + a + "02 3"

a - -L ( a + 2 + 2 2

(C-22)

mv = v 3 - ya +a 2 " 2 X m
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I
1 2e -e

S " 6, -e (e , + e,,) - 3

* • AeN - A-ey

i ev ey ex +•zy)• MC22

2 2ey - C+ con'td)

Substituting the values of Equation C.22 Into Equation C.21 yisids

AW -) (% - ovl(t - Avy) + r y Ayxv (C-23)

Substituting the exprlssions for AW, AsM, and s. from Equations C.22 and

C.23 In Equation C.20, Ao1 becomes

~~r(2A1(0,, \ j O~V) (Aix - &IV) + Nv'Vv A ~ ~
2O A a,,X3 - 2k227X U - 2 /

+ K (Aix + A)]

Collecting terms give.

S L7k 2 2 (24)
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Similar expressions are obtained for Aov and Arxv:

AU. 3 K + G (ox aY) 2]yo - : Le -3 k2

+ e 4G + 3K +

+ rY7 TXv(2Y 2) (C-25)

+ A e { 2 
j)

+ A7V[G(1 -()C.26)(2-

Combining Equations C.1 and C.3 with Equations C.24, C.2B, and

C-28, and rearranging, the three force componints at the stress polnt a In
terms of olAplacementa are

AFN - AU54- Au43 ) + B(Av63- Av4- )

- C(Aue3 - Au4 4 + AVm4 - Av43) (C.27)

AFv" B(AU64- Au4 3) + A(Avg3 - Av 44 )

+ C(Au53 - AU44 + AV64 - Av4") (C,28)

"AFv " -C(AU54- AU43) + C:AV13 - AV44),

+ D(AUe3 - U44 + Ave64 Av43) (C-20)
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where the A denotes change during an external load increment and

1 [4 K G 1A -- (FM - F J)

1[-2G +3K 2]
+-- +-2.(FK FV)2L 3 k2 82 J

k2 62 NI-

Equation, C-27, C-0, and C-20 tire the reietionghips with 'which the
Incremental force components ;n a plast-c region are computed. These
Incremental force components are added to the fixistIng force components
(EM' F., and F,) at a yielded stress point to obtain the total forces.

In order to compute the quantities Au and Av which appear In
Equntlons C-7 -8,adC2, t oseso displacements corresponding toT

two consecutive load levels are required, One set of dispiacernents Is the set
which Is boing generatod for the current iced; the other Aet Is that compu~ted
for the previous load, The quantities Au and Av arc computed as the
dif ference In displacements determined for these two lr'sds,

Equations C-27, C-28, and C-29 are linear: that Is, If A, 6, C, and D
are constants, then the changes In forco are linear with regard to changes In

FM ilcag uigpatcfoTu ti eesr opoedidisplacement, Actually, the equntions are not linear since In general F., FYI
step-wise lineal, fashion,

General Form of the Plaeuiulty, Equations

In general, tho application of the plasticity equations to the Harper
and Ang model Is closely vpsociated with thn three stages of miaterial bethw%'lor
presented In the previous sections, The plasticity relations whlr~h describe
thesw threv stages of material behavior In terms of stress point forces and
mahs point displacements are used io describe the behavior of ilho numerical
model,



IjI
Ths•. rddtiorls, which have been devoinped in the previous sections,

can be generalized by adoptling the foll"r ing subscript notation:

lFR - lower right

UL - upper left
LL - lower left
UR - upper r!ght

Force.D Iplmcement Relations: Elastio Case. 7 he expressions
(Equations C.A) which relate olatic stres& point forces to mss point dig.
placements can be gnneralized as

F IE 0 luL uuL) - IUU J( 'O VuA

2( + 0 . 20)

ti " 2('")1 ~ 1-2 • (1 - 1)(vl.L V-r) + OU(N - UU IC0)

l 411 + W (ULL - U VL1%VuL)

Yield Criterion 'rhe yield crlterlon (Iquatlon C. 13) In terms of misspoint displacements can be generalized so

(ULM - UUL " VLL + ruF)

+ (ULL " UuM + VL" V' UJ IC'11

Forae.*loplaaoment Molitionui Plastl Cam, The expressions
(Equations C-27, C-28, and C-29) which relate Incremental plastic strus point
forcom to miss point dliplioements aia be genorallied as

APO W A(AuLM, AUUJ) + I(AvWL'. AVUM)

U- C(uLL - AUUM - 1 Av . YUL)

APV 3(AuLM - AUUL) + A(vLL - &u

+ C(A•uLL Auu - AV - AVu) (0,32)

AIY C(-UL -AUu,) + C(AVLL - AVuM)

+ D(AULl = UUM " AVU, - AVUL)

~o1
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whereA -I [4G + 3K G (F F)]

r ~k2~

B F 262 (F IF

k 262

Equations C-30, C-31, and C-32 are the form of the plasticity relations
actually used In the numerical method.

NUMERICAL METHOD

When a problemn In continuum mechanics Is reoiececi by a corrosponding
problr)m In particle mechanics involvin~g a discrete moJld, the d isplacements to
satisfy oquilibrium must be determined, One method ig to write and solve the
set Of simultaneOUS linear algebraic equations (equations similar to Equatilou
C-7?) for the unknown disp'acement componer't-e u and %at each mass point.
Harper and Ang (1963) note that such an approach her, significant disadvan.
tagea. The preparation of the equations, whether it Is done by hand or by anK intricatb program for the computer, Involves a considerable amount of labor,
In addition, even with machines as large ma the IBM 7094, the numbpr of
ea',iations which can be s~olved by the standard library subroutines is limited,
Perhaps riost Important, the changes In t~it coefficients for the displacements
resulting from the yielding of one or rnojra stress points are not easy to dater,
mine.

A more flexible and practical approach to the problem as suggusilod by
Harper and Ang (1963) anJ Whitman (1964) Is to emnploy a relaxationi~i technique, Such an approach eliminates completely the preparation of
simultaneous equations, and can handle several thousand displacement ccom.
ponents. An additional advantage of the reaxaation miethod Is the phyniical
meaning that can be attached to each stap of the procedure. This Is very

helpful in determining plastic for-ces and displacements,
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Relaxation Procedure

The relaxation procedure used for determining the equilibrium
k displacements is summarized by the flow diagram in Figire C.A. Following

the discussion given by Harper and Ang, all mass poirts of the model are
initially in equilibrium with zero displacements and no external load. The
first increment of external load is then applied to any or all mass points,
thus destroying the equilibrium of the loaded mass points. The following
operations are then performed for each mass point of the model.

The forces acting on a mass point are determined as follows:
Exiernal forces acting on the mass point are given as a part of the loading
pattern applied to the model. Internal forces, originating .t the stress points,
are determined uniquely by Equation C-30 in the elastic range from the
displacements surrounding the stress points, After a stress point has yielded,
the force components at that stress point are determined both by the
surrounding dlsplaccments and the past history of that particular stress point.
Incremental plastic forces (Equation C.32) are then added to the last set of
equilibrium forcem at the stress point to obtain the current total plastl'c forces

acting at the yielded stress point,
After the forces acting on a given mass point are determined, a

summation of all the forces acting In the x direction Is mode, In general,
this will result In a residual force which is an Indication of the amount by
which the mass point Is out of equillbriumn In thu x direction. The mass point
Is then displaced through a small distance in the x direction equal to the

, product of the residual force and a flexloiblty coefficient,
Similar operations are performed for the y direction, These operations

place the current mass point In equilibrium, though In general the equilibrium
of surrounding mass point,. will be upset by a small amount, The procedure Is
repeated for each mos i point until everv mass point has boon moved once in
the x direction and once In the y direction, thus completing one cycle of
relaxation,

After every relaxation cycle, ecch mass point Is Inspected to determine
if It is in equllibrium. If not, the rnluxation process is repeated until all mass
points are In equlibrlum within thu accuracy prescribed by a convergence
criterion, After all mass points are In equilibrium, all the stress points aie
inspected for yieldhig by Mises-Hencky yield criterion (Equation C.311) and
the yielded regions are recorded, All the displacements anu forces for the
equilibrium configuration lust obtained are also recorded,

If dosIredl, the external load is given a now increment, and the
complete procedire Is rep iated for each load Increment In order tw trace
the development of plastic yielding from one stress point to another,
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This relaxation procedure has been coded for use on the digital
computer. Aihough the basic calculations are simpie, a cumrplux proyiarii ;s
needed to handle all of the loqical decisions that the computer must make as
it distinguishes between yielded and unyielded stress points and computes
the magnitude of the load increment needed to just cause yielding at one
additional stress point.

Program PEHFPLAS II

The computer program used in this study is a revision of the program
(PERF-PLAS I) developed for Whitman (1964) at the Stanford Research
Institute, The revised program has beer named PERFPLAS II (PERFactly
PLAStic) and Is written In FORTRAN II for the IBM 7094 digital computer,

At present, program PERFPLAS II will permit the use of up to a
36 x 36 grid of mass points (35 x 35 stress points). The allowable grid size
can be Increased by increasing the storage allocated by the program's
dimension statements,

The boundary conditions can be of four types: free, fixed, reflected,
or Infinite, A free boundary Is one in which the mess points can move In any
direction and a fixed boundary is one In which the mass points cannot move.
A reflected houndary is a line of symmetry between two halves of a symmet-
rical problem for which It is necessary to solve only one half, An Infinite
bo'undarv Is an approximation of the condition far from the loaded area, In
that mass points can move only parallel to the boundary in such a manner
that normal lines remain normal to the boundary,

In PERFPLAS II, the left boundary Is limited to a fixed or an Infinite
boundary. The right boundary Is limited to a fixed, a symmetrical, or an
Infinite boundary, The top boundary Is lirvilted to a free boundary,

The basic step In the program Is the application of a trial load Increment
and the successive relaxation of mass points until the system comes to equili-
brium. The program keeps track of stress points which have yielded and uses
the plastic equations accordingly (Equation C-32),

Two load options have been programmed into PERFPLA$ I1. These
load options are the samc when the material deformations are eliastic, and
differ only after the material has yielded at some point. Initially, a small load
(known to be less than the load required to ýause first yielding) Is applied,
When the specified standard load increment is used, the Initial load is Incre-
mented until the first stress point yields, Thereafter, the two lodd options
differ:

1, When the first load option IE used, the load will continue to be
Incremented by the specified standard load increment until the
load attains the specified maximum value,
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2. When the second load option is used, ,he load wvII hri inrrFrmntP.d

k" by the specified standard load increment, but each time a new

LC stress point yields the load will be reduced to a ,evrnl which will
just cause this stress point to yield, This process continues until
the load attains or slightly exceeds the specified maximum load.

The relations required to downgraue the load when the second load option i:
is used are presented in Appendix D.

Whenever an adjustment is to be made in the results of a trial load
increment, the program determines the amount by which the load increment
rmust be changed and then adjusts all computed displacements and forces
iccordlngly, By using the second load option, the propagation of yielding
within the material may be studied In detail (one stress point at a time),
However, t"•e execution time of the prugram will be increased, It was found
convenient to use the first load option for the first run of all new problems,

In the range where plastic deformations occ'ir, the load increments
should be sufficiently small so that the development of the plastic zone Is
gradual, This keeps the errors due to linear extrapolation to a minimum,

As mentioned previously, approximate linearized equations
(Equation C-32) are used to compute the forces at already yielded stress
points, For this reason, the yield condition may be exceeded at these stress
points at the end of an Increment of plastic straining, and a correction must
be Introduced to bring the forces back to the yield surface, The relations
required to make this correction are presented In Appendix D. In
PERFPLAS ii, subroutine CORRECT makes this correction, Subroutine
CORRECT is applied after equilibrium has been established under the given
load increment. This subroutine altero the forces at each previously yielded
stress point without altering any displacements, As a result, the surroundtng

mass polnts are slightly out of equilibrium,
A convergence crIterion Is needed to specify what accuracy is desired

In the Iteration process following each applied load increment, The crierlon
adopted Is that the ratio of the next incremental adjustment In displacement
to the total displacement at the mess point should bn kL9 than or equal to a
prescribed value, The next incremental adjustment in dispIacement is
determined be multiplying the unbalanced force acting on a mass point by an
elastic flexibility coefficient, Displacements are adjusted in both the x and y
directions to bring the mass points into equilibrium, and the convergence
criterion Is applied to all mass points,

The elastic flexibility coefficient for a mass point is developed
subsequently, This coefficient Is used for both elastic and plastic deforma.
tions, As a result, the numbor of Iterations required to establish equilibrium
Increases sharply after a large number of stress points have yielded,
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In program PERFPLAS II, thl
mass points are identified by a double
subscript (I,J). I indicates the vertical (
position of tl,n mass point (the row)
and increases vertically downward. streApoint
J indicates the horizontal position of .,J.1 1.,
the mass point (the columni) and
increases from alelt to right, Stress
points are identified by a double sub- h, j
script (I,J) corresponding to the mass
point above and to the left of the stress
point. This subscript notation is sires paont strew point
Illustrated in Figure C 1.5, I,.1 IJ

Using Program PERFPLAS I, Figure C.5, Man point and itran
Whitman and Hoeg (1965) have point subscript notation usd In
studied the performance and accuracy program PERFPLAS II,
of the Harper and Ang mathematical
model, From this study, it Is suggested that a convergence criterion of 10"
or 10*5 should be used, Christian (19651 has shown that the number of
Iterations required for equilibrium increases sharply If Polsson's ratio exceeds
0,45, This Is because the expression (1 - 2 P) appears In the denominator of
the elastic force displacement equations (Equation C-30). As Polsson's ratio
approaches 0,5, the expression 01 - 2 P) approaches zero,

The FORTRAN deck of program PERFPLAS II can be compiled In
less than 3 minutes on the IBM 7094. Compiling time can be eliminated by
using a binary deck on production runs. Execution time Increases (for a
given value of Polsson's ratio) as the number of mass points Increases and as
the number of yielded stres. points Increases. A detailed study of execution
time has not been -nade.

The user of program PERFPLAS II must provide certain data
describing the problem. The data can be In any consistent set of units, and
the output will be In the same units, A data Inout guide Is given In
Appendix E,

A glossary of notation used In PERFPL.AS II Isgiven in Appendix F
and a listing of the FORTRAN deck Is given In Appendix G, Alsc listed In
Appendix G Is the Input data for the sample problem which wIll be discussed
subsequently, Program output will be discussed in connection with the
sample problem.
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Figure C.6, Schematl of sample problem.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

A sample problem has been selected to familiarli.; the reader with
"the numerical method fnd program PER FPLAS II.

The problem selected is the same as that presenLed by Harper and

Ang (1963). This elementary problem (Figure C 6) was selented because It

can be readily solved by hand, Therefore, the numerical procodurr can be
Illustrated In detail.

1 4In Figure C-6, only mass points 12 and 22 are free to move. and due

to symmetry about a vertical line through these mass points, the u and v
displacements at a mass point are equal:
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U 1 2 - V 1 2  U 2 2 - V22

Hence there are only two unknown displacements, U1 2 and U22 - By means of
the material constants, dimensions, and loading shown in Figure C-6, it is
possible to write two simultaneous linoar algebraic equations (similar to
Equadicn C-7) for the elastic behavior of the system in terms of the two
ur,'.rowns, u1 2 and u2 2, Solution of these two equations yields

U = 1 V2 - 1.429 x 10.2 Inches
(C-33)

u22 - v22 - 3,571 X 103 ;nches

These values will now be used to measuie the progrea of the
relaxation procedure. Converting these displacements to elastic force com.

ponents at stress point 12 by using Equation C.30 gives

(F.) 12 • -7.857 kips

(FV) 12 0 -O.714klp (C.34)

(FIl) 2 - -2.143kips

Before the systematic relaxation procedure Is begun, It is first
necessary to convert external loads to concentrated loads for application at
the loaded mass points and to determine the flexibility coefficients for each
mass point, For exarnp~u, if an external v,.rtical pressure of 14.14 ksl is
acting on the top surfacn of the model shuwn In Figure C.6, the concentrated
vertical force acting on mass point 12, which arises from this pressure acting
over a distance of X/2 - 1/2 Inch on either side of mass point 12, is

P- (1414 k,4l)( + 1 Inch ( Inch) - 14.14kips

where the thickness of the model i, s 1 inch. This vertical force is then
resolved into components in the x and y directions for application to mass
point 12:

P v 10 lkips Y " 2 lOkips
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The flexibility coofticient for a mass point is obtainad by determining
r the duflutio•i• caused at the mae, point by 3 unit compnnrnt fnrce. All

adjacent mass points are assumed fixed, and the floxibility coefficient
determined will be for the direction of the applied unit force, For example,
a unit force of 1 kip applied in the x direction at mass point 22 Is res;isted by•. ~internal fo~rce components at stress points 11, 12, 21, and 22. By using the

.sign convention shown in Figure C-2 and by summing the forces In the x
• direction at muss point 22, we got

(EFx) 22  - (F,) 22  - (F.) 1 .. (F ) 21 - (F V) 12  + 1 a 0

Expressing (F,) 2, (F,)1 I, (F Y) 2, and (F,,),2 In terms of displacements by
means of Equatfon C-30, and noting that all dlsple,;ement components except
t12 2 are zero, we get EO - v), 2E" ' i

,"•)i - 2 { + 11 " "•'U22(I I4 1- + 402.1
, (C-35)21+ &l4(1 - 2v) 4(+ 22C35

or u22  2 (0 +. 00-2) (Nf') (fv)'

Equaticn C.35 gives the flexibility coefficlent for a typical interior mass

point In the x direction and has units of Inches/kip, Due to symmetry, this
is also the flexibility coefficient for a typical Interior mass point In the y
diroction,

From Figure C.1 It can be seen that the flexibility confficient for
mass point 12, which Is a typical top bound(iry mass point, is twice that of
the flexibility coefficient for mass point 22, or

4(11 4 )(1 - 2,)

'f1) 2  2( )2 - (3 - 4 WE

If E and P take on the values 1,000 ksl and 0,25, respectively, as

shown In Figure C-ti, these flexibility coefficients become

(f 17l 0 ffv)1 " 1,25 x 10'3 In./klp

(f 22 ft (fV) 622- x 104 In,/klp

With the values for the concentrated external loads and the flexibility
coefficients known, It Is possible to begin the relaxation procedure, The
'-l1owing step numbers refer to the flow diagram of Figure C.4,
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St._o Operation

1 SUt u12  ,2 " u22  v2 - 0, Also set forct components- 0,

2 Apply incrir-nont of oxitoro•il lond to mass point 12

(P.) 12 10 klpri

(PY)t2 t10 kips

3 Begin with muss point 12,

4 No stress point has yielded, mince all stress components are
initially zero, Go to 5b,

Bb On the first cyrlo, all force components ari ioern since the mass
points hnve not moved,

0 On the first oyclo, only oxtui nal forcas are nuorzuro, Her;ca

IFX)12 - (P. 11  +10kips

(F (P)MMY) .+10 kItP

7 Nowu 02 " olderu +

U 1 0 + (0.00125)(10) - 0,0125 Inch

Similarly

Svi, "0 + (0.00125)110) - 0.01251nuh

Noto thait thomiMrhphicomnts ( It nuis pniiit 12 dUMLtroy th,4
(mtuilllriurJn of mI ,41 • polnt 22,

8J Tho currert mum point, 12, IN not thi lIot mium pjoint, Go to W,

9 Takv mass point 22. Go It 4,

4 Alajin no ,trus(, point has yivldud, Sim'LO yoldhli J cInn occur only
aidtur equllbi ILIIlu is rouchd, Go to 31),
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Stop Operation,

bb Force componnwts at strains Ipoints II aind 12 are computed fromn
Equation C-30, tokingi Into OCCOL11t that VIl dIS13incerneriui Ore 1010
excopt ull o v12 .and u~j s v22, Noto that noly thosei componfjia4
tactingi on innss poInt 22 nre cot putad,

a i--~ 'r~i (11 0.25)(0) - 0,25(0.0125))

*-2.5 kips

1T '0 (111u l + V3- V11)

U~ ( 0+ 0- 0.0125)

" -2511 kips

2(1+0.25( 10T ((1 . 251(0) - 025(00121511

*-2.5 klpi

(1 (UPI U,., + Vvjy Vi1)

W(T -+a 110 -0.0125 +0 -0)

Noto that for thai fitm cycle, mesa point 22 hos nc)I bouw mmit.tl
Hunrcu, u22 v* - 0 ond till torco mm unont% at olrru% lw-~'n tm
21 anid 22 *0, Farom symmol~ry, It cttn ll( hemoI condih. aId 111"I
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Stop__

Fv12 "(F ") I 2 (F my 1 I

The oquality of the shearing1 forcus and tho normeal forcos tit ai striss
point un this first cycle is a co-tnuidonuil

* 6 Ful Inwintl tho sign conviintlon of F iguro C.2~

(r,, i IF ) ( Fpy 1 + (r.) 2

- 1-5) (-2) *+11.0 kIPs

~a-(45) -(4211111 +5.0 kips

7 Now ull old ul 3 +04 ()

U1 0 + (0,000625)(5) 0 3.125x~ 10"~ inches

SlM~llrly

0 + 1100000615)() a 312WOM Imclnh"

Note that thlbo dlnPlacomenta Of mon Point 22 doll, OY thoLi equilibrium of moss potint 12,

a TWOIV Iia h lost mwia P01111 and thd ond of Ilia first 0vole nf
rol~aotlon, Go tc. 10.

10 All rnsu pointsgr iof ino tIIquilitirium vymcu tho displacame its
ull #nd vj5 undar vtql) 7 nbovI* Cloalrnyed 11h0 aquillbrium of Indoi
point 12, 'I litreforti, Ilium iiiul I '. 0 slucrind (cycle ')f talaxitiul,
htnginnInU Alt wip 3, Noto, liuwavor, thot iII only ono ucyIei of
rnhtmnlion ond cdisplocammit, (:omIIlUitidtm lh'.vi 1111tallid nami1rly

* lm)00% tit thoir final violunk

Tho opuratilns Iliatd abo~ s doninurnatrna thn procadlirv for amimstla
behovior, Siuppin" that a titffclourtniumti, of rolaM ation cycl1)o havo houw
purfurnind In' brI ft1 1)th num~h polim. In within "n cao plobla urror i11 th11
nt*i II r urn equations. Thu fol lowino distuo slon IndJicti. il how the yield
urittironi Iii aolplliod 181op I I of P iguri C 4) and liow the force componunim

at d y inkld struis pnliI IS lup tio of FI~wliju C-A') art, cnimputad,
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In ihllitrats the aoplicatlon of the yield criterion, assume that the

yield stress in simple tension for the material ýs 35 ksi. Ihen the yield stress

In simple shear is

Ov~eld 35 1. s

k - -- 17- "ksi
2 2

Using the equilibrium displo-:ements from Equltlon C.22 end applying the

weid criterion (Equation C.31) to stress point 12, we \get

S(U2 - 1- v22 +v 11)2 + (u2 - u13 + V - v11)2  k

Nk)2

(0 - 0,01429 - 0.003571 + 0)2

+ (0.003571 - 0+ 0 - 0,01429)' ,41i...1°° 2

0.000434 < 0,00383

iend for titress point 22 we get

4(u3- uv- v, + v23)2 + (uW32  U + v•3 V22)2 < ( )
(0 - 0,003671 - 0 + 0)'

(0-o 0 + 0 - 0.0003571)•- ,' OO

0,0000255 < 0,00383

Thereforo, both totress points have not yielded W. im axternal pressure of

14,14 koi, rItst yielding will tnku plw.,c ti1 Htrcv, poinl 11 nd 12 at an

external preNSUre of

3 14,14 kel 42 ke
0.0434)



I
Note that this value of external stress is considerably greater than the yield
stress in simple tension or compression of 3E, ksi assumed for the material,
This Is= characteristic of failure or yielding in two dimensional stress systems.

Until the external load level has reached 42 ksl, all forces and
displacements Increase linearly. When this elastic limit has been reached, the
corresponding forces and displacements are 42/14.14 times those of
Equations C-33 and C-34:

U12 - V12 - 4.244 x 10" Inches

U22 - V22 - 1,061 x 10.2 inches

(F,) .23.34kips (C.?8)

(FV)I -2,12 kips

(FxY)1 - -. 37 kips

These values are recorded and are used to determine the total forces and
dil•placements for the first load Increment bbove the 42.ksl load level,

fir Suppor now that the e%,ternal load level Is increased to 49,08 ksl, As
a frst approximation to the final displacements at this new load level, the
displacements uf Equation C-36 are increased in the serve ratio as thn loads:

42.0 (0,04244) - 0,04969 Inch

L j (C.31)
40 " 1)0o6oo1) a 0,012401nch

Note that two sets of displacements artj available: the last set of equilibrium
displacements, Equation C.36, and the current set of displacements,
Equation C.37 (which in general Is not compatible with the condition of
equilihriurn), These two sets of displacements are necessary In order" to
coMrpute the incremental plastic force components as discussed previcusly,

These Incremental plastic, force components can ue computed from
Equet!in C.32 for stress point 12 as follows:

(FX)t AIAU23 "1u2 ) + B(Av22,- Av-3)

"-C(Au 22 " Au13 " Av23 - Av1 )
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S(FY)12 B(Au 2 3 - Au12) + A(Av2 2 - Av 13 )

+ C(Au 2 2 - AU13 - Av 23 - Av 12 )

(Fw) 12 "-C(Au 23 - Au12 ) + C(Av 22 - Av13 )

+ D(Au 22 - Au 13 - Av 23 - 'V 12)

I1 4G +3K G (F
where =2 3 k2 62 [(F) 1 2 - (FY)1

B-1 2 G +3K 2 ~ V1
. k2(F F)(Fv

k22 (Fv) x12  - (Fv) 12 ]

(F (F,) (
S- - V)

E
G 20+-

K - 2 v)

Note that these equations require instantaneous values of the force components
* !!If the incremental force components are to be computed. For small Increments

In the external loading, the Instantaneous forces are very nearly equal to the
forces at the lest equll;brIum configuration, Equation C.36.

Thus, the Incremental relationships by which twe Incremental force
components in the plastic region can be computed may be dctermlned. The
next step requires an approximation of the forces at the stress points by adding
the Incremental forces to tho last set of forces, Finally, the torces acting at a
yielded stress point aru computed, and the relaxation technique proceeds as
before,
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Appendix D

DERIVATIUN OF SELECTED EQUATIONS

by W. D. Atkins

In this appendix, the equations necessary to apply the downgrade
option in PERFPLAS II are derived and then the equations used in subroutine
CORRECT are presented.

Downgrade Option

The yield criterion equation is the equation of a circle with its center
at the origin and a radius of 8k:

II ~(FX - FV) 2  82k2 2~
4 + F4

or (FM- FV) 2 + 4Fxv: * 8 2 k2

where F. = force In x direction at a stress point It

Fv = force in y direction at a stress point

FKy - sheor force on the x-y plane at u stress point

6 - diagonal distance between mass points

k u yield stress In simple shear of materibl

Only tho linear elastic case will be considered, That Is, It Is assum6d that the
forces at any stress point will vary linearly with vwrlations In applied loads.
Further It will be assumed that the forces at a stress point which has yielded
at the current loading are computed using the elastic equations, Referring
to Figu.e D-1, the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 denote conditions before, at, and
of ter yield.

Mathematically

F )2 + 4Fj"' < 6kI(F .1 1]
F. 2 + 4 F ] 1/2 , 8 k, yield criterion

[(FN3 - F Y3)2 + 4FKV32] > 6 k
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2 F2
FF,21 F V)2 + 4F " 22

(F. - ,)

FVj)2 ÷ F.xvi2

Figure D., Soil yield criterion,

What is required to be found is the load Increment, AR, necessary to
change the state of stress from condition 3 to condition 2, Setting the load
equal to L, then L3 - L, - AL, or change in load and L2 - L.2 - AR, or

load increment. H' there Is a change In (F, - Fv) 2 + 4 Fx/y/l , then a
unit change In load Is L. J

r FF\2 + 4 FX 21 112 F rx .r.\,) 2 + 4x 2r1/

AL

"and that the value of

(FX2 - FV2) + 4FKY2 2} 6k

Then

[(P. 1 . r,) + C1. AQ il - P,3 4 F -F 4 4 ., 6

Finally

8 ~ k ~[(~F )F2 + 4F jiL
-F3 F 3 + 4 FXy 3~] 1  

- Fxl -y1 + 4 Fxvi,2]i/2
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Subroutine CORRECT

At the end of an incremen* of plastic straining, the stresses at an
already yielded point may exceed the yield condition, sinrc approximate
linearized equations are used. For any assumed increment of plastic strain
along a chosen direction, the force.displacement relations given in Appendix
C will indicate changes in stress lying along the tangent to the Mohr cirle.

Thus, after several successive plastic strain increments, the stres
condition might well be in excess of the yield condition. To prevent this, a
correction must be made at the and "f each increment to bring the stresses
back to the yield surface along the r~dlus through the stress state existing at

the end of the Increment. The correction to t3 applied Is derived In the
following pages,

Referring to Figure D.2, the following quantities are known:

F N2 2 Y2  - F -V2 2

OKI + Oyl I .x + 0y

H = +2 2

It is required to find

ON1• v 6 rxVt 8

TXY2 computod

(8x2 'l T* V 2 )

(~iT'Y 1) adjutted

(6 T KYj)5

,-- H - FRI I

Figure 0.2. Mohr circle.
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it is. ncccr,*'ry to deine

R"mx2  
2 / + Tr,2

2y

F2 • 
'F. 2. F v )2

= (F2 Y2 2 2 F+)

-~ •-II + Fy2
S~ V\ / Y2

J2 k

then Ri - k

The derivation then proceeds as follows: From the low of similar triangles

Ox, - H UX2 - H

R1  R2

R,( H) + H
0', M R"2 - + Hx

R1 (x _ V 2 +G2 + 0v2

1" R-2 a2 2 2

Ri UX y U2 + a2 Y

IN -2 8



2 F-2 2 F- F 22F1 R, "z 2F~ "2 v-T = (-'\ 2 // + 26

2FXI FR (F - FY2 ) + (F. + Fy2)

R1  ýFx2 - Fy2  F2 + F2
R 2 2 2

.~, k(F 2, FY) F+ x+ Fv

or M' ~ ~ ) + 2~F - (F " - F M FF

or F. 1R+

•"-' .•r; *- H) -

s2 2imilrl

no- - H a - H1

0r k R(F r- Hl + Hx+"

~vj *~;~yy~ 2) -j) 2

R,, O k___

R, (R2 ";0 v) 0M 2 ;0V2

• H) + H
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2 F Y2 2 F. 2 2 F.ý 2 FV2

2Fvy R, ( - + - --6" " R-2 2 +2

R x 2 Fx2 ) FX2 + F 2FV R2  2 + 2

- -F k - + F+
or vl' .- T-2

F,•

and again

RV 2
?~xy1 ; (?xv2)

R i R2

Rj

"2yl, " I-NV2 \

R1
SFxv * • F~v2

or F l " k Fxv
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Appendix E

DATA INPUT GUIDE

FOR PROGRAM PERFPLAS II

by

N, Shoemaker
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Appendix F

NOTATION
FOR PROGRAM PERFPLAS II

by

N. Shoomuker
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Appendix G

LISTING OF PROGRAM PERFPLAI II

by

N. Shoemaker
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Appendix HI

IPHOTOFLASTIC STL'OY OF THE DI-STRIBUTION
OF MAXIMUM SHEAni STRES1. IN AN ELASTIC MELIL.M'

bv C. L. Liu

Photoolartic. methc~ds of deutermininu the rnnxity-tim %hemr stross
distribution offer a convenient and Iiflxponsive moann of supportingj thle
num~erical results obtained from kho curnputer progiam ioid tho rnoaturv-
ments of the field test program, The O~rcular polariscopt, permits a
visualization of th,, shear stress patterng which develop ai loads are applied
to a notched two-dimensional model,

Tee Specimen and Apparatus

Tihs photoelostic medium used In theme tvsts Is urethane rubbor
having a mnodulus of elastIcity of 500 psi and a Poioson's ratio of 0,48. ThiN
Is equivalent to a value of 74 psi for the modulus of elasticity ag measured
by performing trioxial tosts on some telected clay sediment cores obtained
from San F1rancisoo Boy,

Loads were applied to the urethane rubber via relatively rigid
plexiglass (Lucite) forms whinh were machined to p~recisely tit the notchad
area of the uretheno rubber, The materials were bonded by an sporxy cement,
Difficulties In machining the urethane rv.bber and In bonding the two materials
resulted In the dlevelopment of residlual stresses especially noticeable at the
Internal corners, Aluminum tompletes were found to be wail suited for making
the modelv, See Figure H-1 for the general specimen dienaonlons.

The tbst apparatus used in the experiment Is shown schematically In
Figure H-2, Briefly, the isochromstic pattern of a speolmon strained in the
stoel ongle frame Is viewed through the polarisoope analyzer, and the Image
Is recorded by the Sinur comera, A simple meuhoniasi jack Is used to position
the specimen. Figure H-3 illustrates how the tonsion force on the spakolen Is
controlled by a v~ing nut. The tensile force on ths maoel waes estimated by
reproducing the stiess pattern with a known foice applied bV o simple eover
balanca system. as thoown In Figure HA,

.1 Procedure
The calibration constont 0 16 the ratio of thm muximum shear stress,

1rnm' to the order of bIrefrlngence A of the isoohromatic pattern, A 2-inch
circular urethane rubber disc was used tar nolliardtion, A photograph of the
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disc loaded in pure compression by 4.5 pounds is shown in Figure H-5, The
center of the disc is the reference point. The birefringence order at this point
is 6.0. The value of Tmm at the center was calculated analytically: "mm
4 F!i t D, The compression force is 4,5 pounds, the model thickness, t, is
0,25 Inch, and the model diameter, D, is 2 inches. The value of Trm at the
reference point is found to be 11.5 psi. Thus, the value of C Is equal to
1.91 psi. To aid In data reduction, the linear shear-birefringence relation is
shown in Figure H-6,

Photographs of unloaded specimens revealed internal stresses which
were found to exist near the notched internal corners, These specimens were
then tested with loads sufficient to produce clear, distinctive birefringences
of a reasonable quantity. A half-embedded circular cylindrical specimen was
subjected to approximately equal load Increments until failure, and sequential
photographs were taken. The force levels in each ca,• winre estimated by
reloading the specimen with the lever balance system so that the Isochromatic
pattern In the photographs was reproduced.

.enterIlna

[I
2lmn.€llem hole 1144m, thick

3.0 In, ,..

2.5 In.

urethane rubber
1/4.1n. thick

SInplelgee
0,1t4i1n, thluk

,.4md Ism hole.

I Figure H,1, Typical dimensions of soil modalR.V4
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i

turn wing nut to apply tension

II • igureH.3.Specimen loader,

obijet model

s 'A-.,i oltrculir polallsOPS

"k model I

L i. n. i i, In.

10 In.

t0gO 600 •weigt if bi•,l)

1,000 
;W"

Figure H.4. Force measurement detall.
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H

Figure H.S, Calibration dis under comprealon,

30 _ _ _

0 V

00 5 10 •15

Sirefrvn e cE me
Fig, ire N.e. Calibration curve fo, models.
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All nf the photographs were taken with black and white rolaroid
Land type 57 films and a Wrattan 77a yellow filter. It was found that the
best dark-field polariscope picture was made by using 3000 ASA film with an
f32 opening and an exposure of 7 seconds. A blue monochromatic light
source was used since it gave more distinctive black and white photographs.In all of the photographs, a transparent scale was used as a length reference.

Results

A summary of model dimensions is shown in Figure H-7, Figures H-8
to H-15 shows a group of models under tensile loadings. Sequential photo.
graphs of model F under stepwise load Increments are shown in Figures H-16

to H-18, Each loading Is given In Table H-i.

Interpretation and Application

Based on the photoelastlc principle, the maximum shear stress, "ra,,
Is proportional to the birefringence order N. The ,mm distribution is clearly
shown in each of the isochromatlc photographs. Each black curve may be
assigned a birefringence order along which the value of rm is constani,
Qualitative conclusions c~n be Inferred directly from the photographs;
however, quantitative conclusions require a determination of the proportional
or calibration constant,

By observing the growth of the blrefringence pattern during the test,
one may determine the direction of the birefringence variation, Referring to
Figure H-9, the curved arrows Indicate the directions of ItcreasIng birefringence.
For example, the value of Tram is zero at the free corner, N: low at the center of
the Interface, and Is highest at the lower corners of the Joint, Consequently,

failure Is Initiated at the Internal corners and would extend downward and
Inward following the "ridge" of the ,mm contour to form a failure arc, which
Is Indicated with a dashed line.

Failure curves for the other boundary geometrics are also Indicated in
the pertinent photographs. As shown In the sequential photographs,
Figures H-16 to H-18, the failure curve Is Independent of tne external loading

i for a given boundarV gfzometry, Behavior In the plastic range cannot be

simulated with the urethane rubber models.

fo n order to make some quantitative estimates of maximum shear stress

under a given loading, the following formula is useful-

rmm * CN (H-1)
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where Tmm is the maximum shear stress in th a model at a point corresponding
to the birefringence order N and C is the calibration constant. Thus, for any
point in the medium, the maximum shear st-.ss may be calculatecý. To
extrapola.e the results to field conditionr, tha following formula is given:

F LmtmI
S " Fm Lt "rmM (H-2)

where m = model

F m applied force

L - length

t w thickness

r maximum shear stress In prototype

In order to compute the breakout force, rearrange Equation H-2 Into
the following form:

=---- FM Lt 01- (H-3) -.
Lmtm ram

The procedr, re requires (1) selection of a critical point In the medium and
(2) determination of the level of loading Fm at which the maximum shear
stress reaches the yield stress at the critical point, The critical point Is
located at the cAnter of the failure ridge, The breakout force is easily
calculated from Equation H-3,

As an example, suppose It Is desired to iind the maximum shear stress
at a point 36 Inches left c', the centerline and 24 Inches below the sediment
virface of a 4 x 4 x 15-foot parallelupiped which Is embedded 6 Inche3 In the
soil under an a,)plled load of 10,X0 povnds. This embedment condition
corresponds to the boundar', geometry of Figure H-9, where the equivalent
point Is designated as point A, The blrefringence order N at A Is 4 5, From
Flqure H.6, r,,m - 8.6 psi, and from Table H-1, F - 6,14 pounds, so that

,from Equation H-2

S10,000(0.751(0.26)(8.0) 0 3,I" • ... (1.14)(48)(16)12) ,0 ~

which Is the predicted maximum shear ntress, As another example, suppose
we are Interested In determining the breakout force of a 4 x 4 x 15-foot
parallelepiped embedded 6 inches in a soil having a shear yielding stress of
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0.6 psI. Hirst, the critical point, which is polnt B in Figure H-9, must be
found. With a birefringence order of 6, the value of r, is found from
Figure H.6 to be equal to 11.5 psi. Using Equation H-3, we have

0.6(6.14)(48)(150)(12) 14,750 pounds
110.75)(0.25)(111.5)

This value will be higher than the actual force since failure does not * '

occur simultaneously at all points along the failure arc, During the failure
process, the transfer of load along the failure ridge causes the stress at the
critical point to attain the yield point much earlier then predicted. However,
the omission of the plastic consideration does not detract from the value of
the study reported on herein. It is useful to (1) support the numerical
technique given In Appendl> es C through G, (2) visualize the mode of failure,
and (3) present approximate engineering estimates of the breakout force.

Table H.1, Calculation of Forces on Models

Model L Q F FigureS(in,) (in.) (Ib) Number

A 29,0 0 8.67 H.8
B 17.5 0 6.14 H.9
C 19.5 0 6.58 H-10
D 19,0 0 6.47 H-.11
E 30.0 19,0 9.31 H.12
G 18,0 0 6.25 H-13
H 16.0 0 5.81 H.14
1 17.0 0 0.03 H.15
F 13.5 0 5.26 H-16
F 30.0 0 8.90 H.17

Model

L Q~ g, F 0•,

lO In, O

SlOOg1
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T iIn. 3/ In,
"-nodal A --- haltf .1rle

model F

3132 In, F •--- 314 In. m e

112 In,T"
model B .1/4 i,

circular taro

model 0 IT

- 3/4 In,

3WIG In,

model C

half ellipse

:414 In, model H

31 --. ,,34I,"I
modal 0 4 In. I

1ll In.

elliptical are

K34I~n.-
model I

314 .n,

modal I

F lgu'e H-7, GeometrIes of models.
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Figure H.8. Model A, vertically loaded, Figure H.9, Model B, vertically loaded,

F

Figure H.) 1. Model D, ve'tlcally loaded. Figure H.12. Model E, vertically luaded,
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I

ore H129 Model E. vertically loaded, Figure 1-10. Model C, vertically loaded.

're 1.12. Model E, vertic~ally loaded, Figure H. 13. Model 0, vertLiclly loaded.
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Flpure H,14, Model H, vertloally loaded, Flgure s ,B, Model a

.!,•?' 
F 

Igury H. 17. Model F, 
0.00-~pound tension, 

PIloure H, 
18. Model F, 14,0 po•
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